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ENCIDSURES
TABLE II --Mozambique --Demand and Time Deposits in Savings
Banks (1950, 1955, 1960, 1965 and 1966)
TABLE III - Mozambique - Final Budget Results in 0811- Million
(1963/1966)
TABLE rv - Mozambique <--'tXtraordinaryBudget Disbursements
(1961/1966)
TABLE V -- l!ozambique --Leading COllUIlOdityExports in USJ1-Million
(1964/ 1966.)
TABLE VI - Mozambique --COmmodity Exports by Oountries of
.Destination - (1962H966)
.TABLE VII - Mozambique --COnnnodity Imports by COuntries of
Origin -- (1962/1966)
TABLE VITI --Mozambique - DBTA Airways Operations -- (1962/1966)
TABLE IX - Mozambique --Commercial Airways Operations - (1962/66)
x -- Mozambique --.~neral-Output and Exports (1964/65)
SUMMARY
Mozambique registered fair economic progress during 1966 with increased (
production and generally expanded domestic'and foreign trade
transactions. However, transit trade operations, of great importance
to the local economy, suffered ·because of the UN sanctions program
against Rhodesia, though the Rhodesia transit trade loss was largely
compensated for by increased transit trade to and from the western
Transvaal and Swaziland. The Port of Beira, more affected by the
sanctions (including the para1ized operations of the crude oil pipeline
fro~ Beira to the Feruka refinery in Rhodesia), was beginning to suffer
an economic slmap by the latter part of the year. Insurgency in areas
of little economic importance in northern Mozambique continued
throughout the year, but its only substantial impact on Mozambique's
economy was to cause an increasingly tight public financial situation
because of increased military and related expenditures.
One new bank waS'~i!ahlished snd ·during--t-ha- ve<z1:-elcl.stingbanks
liberalized cr;~t.;n~ o~~ed.n~ bra;ch~s: ~~:M6z~ique Government,
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• •• • •••••••••••. ... . .. .". ..•• • • ••• ••• ••seeking to keep a balanced buJget:de~pit; h~aty ~fe~~ ~nd:: ::
infrastructure development eX;~~di~r~s,'1~alfidlhg'furiher progress
in construction and paving of the Lourenqo Marques-Beira highway,
was forced to retrench on some programs felt to be less essential
and to impose several new taxes. The balance of payments situation
worsened largely because of a trade deficit, and the Exchange Fund's
reserves declined somewhat·, but the MOZambique escudo was maintained
in a finu though slightly fluctuating position. Oonstruction remained
at the same ge~erally satisfactory leyel as in the previous year and
sales were mixed out generally slightly up. Nonetheless, many
indicators still have not.recovered from the 1961 slump which
followed the outbreak of insurgency in Angola. Mozambique's foreign
trade remained approximately the same as in previous years, with the.
U.S. share of the market in January-June '1966 being 6.4'10of
Mozambique imports and 8.7'10 of its eXpQrts~
•• • ••• • • • •• • •
Several port' and railway facilities were improved during the year
but some communications ,facilities, particularly telephones, were
.beginning to suffer .from 'equipment which should be replaced or from
over-saturation. The power situation remained essentially the same,
with the vast potential cabora Bassa power dam still under study.
Other public utilities, publi~health, education and public 'welfare
services, generally received only slightly increased disbursements.
Industrial development, ,though conscientiously pushed by the
government, continued to be often snarled in red tape. Several small
industries, including three new cashew nut processing and shelling
plants, opened during the year •.Agriculture, one of the two major
props of Mozambique~s economy; had a generally satisfactory year
during 1966, with a bumper corn crop harvested and with the
important export crops maintaining a good position, with the
exception of cashew nuts in the southern part of Mozambique which
were damaged by a cyclone early in the year.
The labor force remained in its usual quiescent state. The most
significant labor legislation introduced during the year was a
new regulation on employment of domestic servants in Mozambique.
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1.1 - ~ommercial Banks
During 1966 banking activity in Moz~ique expanded under favorable banking
legislation enacted in recent years by the Portuguese Central Qovernment.No new banks
entered into the banking and credit extension field, however ·the existing banks,
, including two first established in Mozambique during the previous year, generally
expanded their activities by opening new affiliates and/or sub-offices in wurenqo
Marques and other centers. The· two long~established. foreign banks - The Standard
Bank, Ltd. and Barclays Bank, D.C.& O•.~ with offices .in wurenqo Marques and Beira,
tried to set a more active pace in keeping with the banking fever in Mozambique.
Accordingly,' Barclays Bank reorganized its cadre of directors and managers by
appointing a joint Portuguese-British management, and opened a branch office in
Jo~o Belo.·The Standard Bank, Ltd. entered in association with the Banco Totta-
Alianqa, Lisbon. and, voluntarily liquidated its 70-year old associate branches in
Beira and wurenqoMarques to set up a completely reorganized new commercial bank
known as Banco Standard'Totta de Moqambique, S.A.R.Le on August 29, 1966. This is
the only Mozambique' chartered commercial bank. With· about ~ U.S. participation
through Chase Manhattan~s share of standard, Standard-Totta floated a 2(Jtpublic.
subscription of' its capital.
By December 31, 1966 the following banks operated in Mozambique: Banco de Credito
Camercial e Industrial (BeCI); Banco de Fomento Nacional (BFN); Banco Nacional
Ultramarino (BNU); Banco Standard~Totta de MOQambigue (BSTM); Banco Pinto & Sotto
Mayor (BPSM); and Barclays Bank, n.c.& O. (BB). Of these, the BFN operated solely
as a development bank engaged in making lonns to the Mozambique Government,
~icipal corporations and certain private organizations (agricultural. industrial
or otherwise). The remaining fiv~ banks were engaged chiefly in commercial operations,
the BNU also continuing for and on behalf of the Mozambique Exchange Fund to act as
a bank of issue with the exclusive privilege of Government depository bank.
Statistics on banking operations in calendar year 1966 have not yet been disclosed,
but partial figures for the period January-June 1966 are given in Table I of the
enclosure to this airgram and are· comPared with similar operations in 1965'and 1964.
The dominant position of the'BmJ in Mozambique's banking operations in 1966, it is
reported, was somewhat affected by the aggressiveness of the recently established.
commercial banks in capturing local clientelle.
1.2 - Savings Banks
During 1966, savings banks of Mozambique were active, and tried to encourage local
internal savings by an advertising campaign by radio, neWspaper and poster. By
Dec'ember 31,1966 there operated the following savings bank insU tutions: Caixa
Economica Postal (CEP) - a state sponsored postal savings bank institution which in
the year opened new offices attached to leading postal stations of Mozambique;
Montepio de MOQambigue - a State sponsored mutual savings institution which opened
a branch office in Beira during the year; and Mealheiro Cooperative - a savings bank
institution owned·and operated for the benefit of the approximately ~ thousand
members of Mozambique1s ..l'i'i>ii[lg"o..peI.at~yeoh'p~~ng. scAEjllle.jitLouren~o<'Marques.
UNCIJ\SSIFIED
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1.3.1 - Deposits
There was a general increase in both demand and long-term deposits during the first
half of 1966' (January~JUne) compared with the level of such deposits at yearend in
1965 and 1964. In DS$l-million, total demand and time deposits were as follows: "
June 30, 1966 - 108.08; 1965 (December 31) -'94.59; and 1964 (December 31) _ 85.03.
Connuercial banks registered '57.81 million of demand and time deposits (BNU alone
holding '32.03 million in demand deposits) with the remaining ,50.27 million being
held by the Postal and Montepio Savings, Banks and the Mealheiro Cooperati vo (see
Table II under enclosure).
Government deposits, held exclusively by- the BN1J, amounted to f72.61 million on
June 30, 1966 in comparison with 175.19 million and 169.59 million at year ends
of 1965 and 1964, respectively. Under '>Government Deposits "are included only, those.,
mandatory deposits of the Mozambique GOvernment, Municipal Corporations and the
so-called Autonomous Services not directly controlled by the Treasury Services '
(Harbors & Railways; Posts, Telegraph & Telephone; Public Assistance; Credit and
Insurance Inspection_Ebard, etc.).
1.3.2 - Connuercial bills
During the first four months of 1966 credit restrictions were maintained as in the
preceding two years, even though the banks were somewhat ~ore liberal in extending
credit or in renewing unpaid bilrs. The number and value of bills discounted was as
follows: 1966 ~(January/April) _ ,29,245,~nd '~4.78 million; 1965 (January/April) _
21,147 and '2?17 million; 1965 - 67,757 and '83.72 mi Ll Ion ; and 1964 - 97,970 and
1141.46 mill~n. Similarly, bills protested showed the following trends: 1966
(JanuaryLAprll) - 6,166 and '2.04 m111ion; 1965 (January/April) - 5,556 and '1.68
million; 1965 -16,271 and 15.35 million; and 1964 - 16,635 and 15.85 million. In
1963, the number of bills protested'had climbed to the record level of 18,476
reflecting the overall value of 17.59 million.
1.3.3 - wans
Loan extension by banks and 'savings'institutions expanded considerably in the first
half of 1966 compared with the equal period of 1965. The Mozambique Government,
'municipal corpOrations and sundry privat~ firms and individuals borrowed extensively
as a result of the liberalization in loan extensions reportedly made by the new
connuercial banks anxious to ,capture local clientele and by the BN1J to remain
competitive. The position, of the,two largest loan 'dispensers - BN1J and the Postal
Savings - wassolllewhat affected by other loan agencies. In US,l-million, the following
loans were reported: 1966 (JanuarylJune) -152.28; 1965 (January/June) _ 129.64;
1965 - 146.05; and 1964 - 128.24. The largest dispensers of Ioans, in January/June
1966 were: BN1J-IIOl.52 million '66~67~); ~ostal Savings Bank - 125.92 million (17.0~);
other credit institutions inclUding the Montepio Savings Bank and the Mealheiro
Cooperativo - '13.52 million (8.8~); and other banks exclusive of BNU -"11.32
million (7.4~). '
•••••• .. .. ... ~ ... . .. - ..
"1.3.4. - Interest a~etdi,;cour"t:iabs""
Interest rates on demand and time deposits varied in accordance with the deposit
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amounts, duration period and the acceithij a~eDc;.es:·fln ~emaltcJ:c!epohl:s oomputation of
interest accrued was thus calculated:"P;s'i:'\tltlav'i'itgsi3allk: ':"from 0.~5" ..'to"2.51,;
other credit institutions - from 0.251, to 3.51,; commercial banks, excepting BNU - 'l~.
On time deposits the interest rates were thus computed: Postal Savings Bank _ from
3.51, to 4.5%; other credit institutions - from 3.51, to 61,; commercial banks,
excepting Emf - 'from 2't to 3.5%.
Interest rates, on loans (mortgage or'otherwise) varied considerably in 1966 as
follows: other'credit:institutions -from 31, to 71,; BNU - 5~; Postal Savings Bank
6~; commercial'banks, excepting BNU -from 5.5~ to 8%. The rates varied in accordance-
with the loan amounts, the risks involved and the period of repayment of capital.
Re-discount, operations were practised by BNU only at' a'4~ rate during 1966.
1.3.5- Money "Supply and means of payment
On June 30, 1966 money in circulation (excIus Lve of currency and coin holdings by
banks and other credit agencies) reached ,49J16 million compared with '46 million
on June 30,,1965 and the yearend levels of ,52.60 million, '49.49 million, lJ46.78
million and '44.89 million in 1965,1964, ,1963 and 1962 respectively.'
Total means of payment, that is, demand deposits, Government deposits (less money
deposited in the banks J.'and money in circulation, reached '192.81 million on June
30, 1966 in comparison to '179.7ELmillion on June 30, 1965. The means of payment at
yearend levels in preceding years' were thus registered: n96. 92 million (2955),
'182.02 million (1964), '173.92 million (I963) and '167.45 million (1952). The
drop from the 1965 yearend level was c~used by a'falloff in the Government and
other public deposits. '
2 - PUBLIC FlliANCE AND RESERVES
2.1,- Government Budget
IT-196,6 (January-December) 'budget re:rults will be determined only after March 31,
1967. Available official estimates,'conservatively made, suggest that in 1966 both
receipts and expenditures will be equated at '170.8 million, which actually means'
that the budget will probably hit the level of '200/'205 million with a minimum
surplus account. In US'l~illion, the Mozambique Government budget disclosed the
following' level of actual receipts and'eXpenditures in the preceding three years:
1965 - 195.86 and 189.94; 1964 - 179.14 and 173.37; and 1963 - 176.63 and 168.90
The following surpluses were accordingly netted: 1965 - '5.92 million; 1964 _ '5.77
million; and 1963 - 117.73 million.
In 1966 and 1965, Government ~rdinary revenue was expected from the following
principal sources: indirect taxes - '25.64 million (17~651,) and '24.:)9 million
(18.15%); direct taxes - '22;72 million (15.64~) and '22.45 million (16.4l1,); and
excise-cum-consumption taxes - '8.50 million (5.85%) and '8.3~ million (6.20'i,).
Similarly, major ordinary disbursements were thus anticipated in 1966 and 1965 on
the following counts: ~&1GpQen~ Ser.~c&& - '~}~55'mi~~ioh' {42.36%} and '56.80
million (42.2~); Gene~'a~ ~(;m;ni_s:t;:af.!,on=.-~il~.2Q mi~li.cin:(~8.03%) and '24.21 million
(18.021,); Defense - 'l~Jj7 ~i~li9~:{~3~Zit.)·and tlo.38_~r~~on (12.19%); and Public
UNCLPSSIFIED
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Debt - 18.43 million (5.8~) and
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balanced level of ;25.53 million in comparison with 123.05 million (actual receipts)
and f23.08 million (actual expenditures) in 1965. Extraordinary budget receipts and
expenditures in 1964 and 1963 were as follows: 1964 - '23.55 million and 124.03
million; and 1963 - 129.96 million and '30.10 million. In FY-1966, some 90.3~ of
the budget allocations were earmarked for the execution of the Interim Development
Plan (1965/67) projects, the remaining 9.6~ being destined for the Regional
Development and other Commitments., In 1965 allocations were thus made: Interim
Developnent Plan - 87.011.; and Regional Developnent Plan & other Commitments - 12.991..
Top priority was given in FY 1966 throUgh allocations' for the execution of the
following developnent, projects: Transportation and Communications - 39.141. of the
extraordinary budget ailocations; Farm, Forestry &,Animal Rusbandry - '22.131.;
Social Welfare - 12.291.; and Power Survey, output and Supply - 10.451.. Other
extraordinary budget disbursements:in FY1966 were thuscforeseen: Defense and
Security ,(7.0810);Industry & Mining (3.091.);Housing & tocal Improvements (2.5~);
Scientific Surveys (2.131.); Fishing {0.551.); Miscellaneous Projects and Commitments
(0.551.1; and Tourism (0.011.).
Details on the Mozambique Goyernment budget operations in FY 1966 (with comparisons)
are provided in Tables III and IV of the enclosure.
2.2 - Gold and Foreign Exchange Reserves
On November 30, 1966 total reserves (gold' and foreign currency) of the 110zambique
Exchange Fund were reported at 'the level of ,15.68 million, of which '0.04 million
and '15.64 million were represented by gold bullion and foreign currency holdings,
respectively. Gold and foreign exchange holdings of the Fund in the past few years
were thus reoorded at yearend: 1965 - '0.92 million and '8.86 million; 1964 _ '6.84
million and '13.06 million; 1963 - '16.41 million and '6.62 million; and 1962 _
jl26.05 million and '7.20 million. At the' close of 1956 (ten years agoL the Fund
had claimed an overall reserve of jl67.,59million, while at yearends of 1959 and ,
1960 the Fund's gold holdings alone were reported at the record level of some '38.71
million.
Decline in the Exchange Fund holdings 'in recent years were caused by continued
annual imbalance of trade, increased defense and general administration costs, higher
,loan obligations and capital transfers and other remittances.
It was announced [.a[U - Balance sheet of November 30, 1966) that the currency in
circulation in Mozambique was thus backed: Exchange Fund reserves _ '15.68 million;
BNU own reserves '- '17.89 million. In other words, the currency in circulation was
backed up to 133.57 million at the then prevailing rate of exchange ('1.00 = 28'68
escudos). '
Shortage. of foreign exchange resulted in the unusual delay of 45/60 days for payments
abroad of capital transfers, including the family remittances. Newspapers often
complained that Mozambigy~.~tvdert~~ iD.P~~U~le~.~ UDiv~.~sit~es and technical schools
had to wait patiently to" ~ut t:w<! ~n'bs to:get th!:!ir:fi!m!:'lyremittances in Port urues ,
metropolitan escudos, ;is:tne: ~o~<!~cial ~I&~: in :t'c.r-;:u1e:l:, :,,?uldonly make payments
UNCLllSSIT IED
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upon instructions of the Bank of Porttt~J:.wh1ch ~anQles' .all.eS'Clflo~~ ~a~ents
• .!. • .",. • • ..between the Metropole and the OverseaS :'l'EU"rhoid.:es••'l:Wle~rad", pEtfict.t:.i'tn~olmbalance
of payments between MOZambique and Portugaf cont·{nu~d·t~· d~teri~rate throughout the
year.
2.3 - Rates of Exchange'
The Mozambique escudo was adjusted several times to other foreigri currencies,
including U.S. dollars,' during 1966, but always over a very small range. The bank
buying and selling rate for DBIIl.OO thus oscillates: January l!January 10 _ 28,56
and 29101 escudos; January 11 I March 20 -·28'52 and 28'97;. March 21 I May 1 _
28'60 and 29105; May 2'I May 31,- 28'64 and 29'09; June 1 I "July 10 -'28'67 and
29112; July 111 September. 30 -28'69 and, 29'14; October 1 I December 1 - 28'68 and
29'13; and December 1 I December 31 - 28'67 and 29'12. Official adjustments were
made to other foreign.'currencies used for Mozambiqua buSiness· transactions, notably'--
.in pounds, francs, crowns," liras; rands, marks and sch~ings.
2.4- Balance of Payments
On September 30, 1966 the balance of payments reflected a net loss of ,10-million
in contrast with '8.8 million in January!September 1965 •.By yearends the following
net losses in MOZambique palance of payments were officially reported: 1965 _ '7.63
million; 1964 - n.80 mdlLion j- arrd 1963 - 1113.51 million. The first nine months of
1966 and 196'5 (January/December) showed losses in the fo lLowi nc c"lteqories:
merchandise - ~{4.96 ~illion and "43.42 million; capital returns _ '9.34 million and
'12.51 million; private remittances - .~.39 million .and '9.89 million; public
capital transfers. - '5.09 million and-~8.01 million; insurance & reinsurance _
'0.31 million and '0.23 million; and"private capital transfers - '0.14 million and
'5.72 million. Similarly, the following categories showed international earnings
in the amounts given for 1966 (January/September) and 1965 (January/December) to
sustain the impact of these losses': transportation - '42.51 million and 1138.92
million; service and other earnings - '11.70 million and '32.06 million; tourism _
11.16 million and '0.91 millionlnet loss); and "state" - 110.86 million and 110.31
million (net loss).
Obviously, the sanctions against Rhodesian import-export traffic through the ports
of Beira and wurenqo Marques and connecting railways,as well as the paralyzation
of the Beira-Dmtali crude oil. pipe line affected the international earnings of
MOZambique in 1966, but statistics are not yet available for enough of the year to
enable a full evaluation of this factor.
Difficulties in' the balance of payments. seriously affected the inter-territorial
payments experienced by Mozambique private individuals and firms, as pointed out
above.
2.5 - Public Debt
The position of the pul)i:l.C'"C!ebt01 :MO:1:am]:Ji'q1!e:Hr::wetseh"tn<;"vearafter year as a
result of heavy borrow:n~s 1r6m +~e Contr~l:Port~e;e ~~e~nment (inclUding the
Beira Railway loans) in.~crr.ect~~~:~~n ~Ke·Dnpl~ehta~~~n.~f the Development Plan
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million, that is, 16.461. and 60.78% m".-e o&an' estbndted' '1n"r96'Sand 1~134, respecti-
vely, and 83.2zt and 117.751. higher than the estimates for 1963 and 1962. Actual
publ~c debt amortization in any year soars much higher. In 1965 and 1964 public debt
payments amounted to '8.61 million and ,5.52 million, respectively. Disbursements on
account of the public debt in 1966 may therefore reach close to 19.60 million.
Payments of the public debt cla~ed the following percentages of the total ordinary .-
budget and of the over-all Mozambique budget: 1966(estimates} _ 5.8~ and 4.96%; 1965 _
5.151. and 4.52t; 1964 - 3.7CJt and 3.191.; 1963 - 3.4~ and 2.671.; and 1962 - 2.9zt
and 2.3n.. .
2.6 - Municipal Budgets
No complete figures are available for 1966 municipal budget operations. In January-
June 1966, total municipal budget -receipts _in Mozambique reached '6.12 million,
including therein 10.63 million from past budgetary surpluses; in the said period,
total municipal budget disbursements amounted to '4.18 million, leaving thereby a
net surplus of '1.94 million. Over the years 1962/65, total municipal budget receipts
and expenditures in Mozambique were thus registered in US'l~llion: 1965 _ 11.62
and 9.90; 1964 - 10.59 and 9.61; 1963 - 9.90 and 5.91; and 1962 - 9.74 and 5.82.
Cummulative net surpluses from municipal budge±_ operations thus varied in 03'l~llion;
1966 (January-June)- -1.94; 1965 ~1.72; 1964 - 0.98; 1963 - 3.99; and 1962 - 3.92.
3. CONSI'R~ION llND REAL ESTATE
3.1 - CiVil Construction
Civil construction continued at the moderate level it has shown since the slump
suffered after 1961. The stimulus for ciVil construction was felt primarily in
Lourenqo Marques,Beira and the few urban centers, Where the population pressure
(natural-increase, immigration, arrival of troops- and industrial development)
caused a continued- demand fat residential housing~Nonetheless, the level reached in
1966 was inferior to that- registered in the preceding two years and some 5~ bela':'
the 1960-boom conditions. Commercial and saVings banks usually financed residential
housing construction but tightened the loan extension facilities for general civil
construction.
~.l.l - New construction
Exclusive of Government and Municipal housing construction (and, of course; excluding
traditional native dwellings), civil construction in Mozambique in January-June 1966,
1965, 1964 and_1960 was as follows: 1966 (January-June) - 274 units and '3.98 million;
1965 - 544 units and '8.91 million; 1964 - 638 units and '12.01 million; and 1960 _
774 units and '16.73 million. Residential housing c~ruction predominated and was
thus characterised in ~~ ~~d(~~_~~~1ud~n~ ~-~agiti~~~.~tyle native construction}:
1966 [January-June) -703;3 l.ClOics;.:1~6ts_--1..43:inits;1!364.:-:3!l5units; and 1960 _ 548units. ___ _ __. . :
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Exclusive of Government and Municipa't housing cons'!:;uetion',fie';ho'Us'ing";tarted or
licensed for construction thus varied, numbers in brackets referring to residential
ho us fnq units: 1966 (January-June) - 327 (244); 1965 - 800 (619); 1964 - 750 (544);
and 1960 664 (466).. .
3.2 - Real Estate
During the first. half of 1966 interest in.real. estate was higher than that disclosed
in equal periods of 1965'and 1964. Urban property transactions continued to dominate
all real estate business in 'Mozambique,.'as in 'the past. In January-June 1966, 1965,
1964 and 1960 real estate transactions were thus registered,numbers in brackets
indicating urban property transactions: 1966. (January-June) -098 (634); 1965 _
1,392 (l,209); 1904, - 1,566 (1,303.); and 1960 -1,242 (735) (the high figures for
1964 are attributable to 409 urban plots valued at about US17,850 being sold for a
housing development for low-income'group people). The value of over-all real estate
transactions. and of urban property·transactions in:the period thus. varied in US'l-
million: 1966 (January-June) - 3.50. and 3.17; 1965,- 6.77 and 6.17; 1964 - 6.33 and
5.52; and 1960 - 5.81 and 4.56;
3.2.1 - Mortgage loans
Mortgage loan transactions in January-June 1966 showed a slight do.mward trend from
the levels attained in 1965, 1964 and 1960. The number of real estate mortgages and
urban property mortgages thus oscillated: 1960 (January-June) - 458 and 401; 1965 _
966 and 863; 1964 - 1,281 and 1,157; .and 1960 -'1,142 and 907. The value of total
mortgage loans and of urban property mortgage loans was as follows in US$l-million:
1966 (January-June) - 8.47 and 7.34; 1965 - 16.61 and 15.21; 1964 - 14.99 and 13.25;
and 1960 - 15.30 and 12.66.
3.2.2 - Cancellation of mortgage loans
In January-June 1966 the number and value of mortgage loans paid off declined in '
comparison to mortgage cancellations in 1965. Trends in mortgage loan cancellations
may be thus verified from the movement of total and urban property mortgage loans
cancellations: 1966 (January-Junel - 216 and 177;,1965 - 512 and 442; 1964 - 443 'and
354; and 1960 - 712 and 448. The value of mortgage .loans cancelled in the period was
as follows in US$1~il1ion; 1966 (January-June) - 3.77 and 3.22;1965 ~ 7.40 and 6.88;
1964 - 5.24 and 4.21; and 1960 - 4.86 and 4.53.
Failure to pay mortgage loans and/or accrued interest led loan agencies (chiefly
BNU and Postal Savings Bank) in a number of cases to legal seizure of the property
and its public auction,. often to the net loss of the creditors themselves •.. ••• • • ; .. .. • • ... • ... ..• • , • • • • • • . • • . • •• · • • • • • • ••• • • • • •• · •• • .. • ; ·• • • • • • • • • • • • ··... ..
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There is no full account of the volume of gross commercial sales registered annually
in Mozambique. Available statistics refer, exclusively to gross commercial sales in
LourengoMarques. which account for around Sot of the over-all gross commercial sales
in the entire territory.
The indices of the gross value of 'commercial sales in Lourengo Marques [195S=lOO)
were thus determined officially for January-June 1966 [doubled) and total annual
averages for 1965 and 1964, respectively (most recent period first): agricultural
and industrial equipment -109~B, 101.3 and B8.2; department store goods _ 103.B.
115.4 and 116.5; fashion stores for men and women' - 122.3, 117.0 and 11B.4; glassware,
crockery";'notions and household articles, - 405.8.: 39B.5 and 332.0; furniture and
furnishings - '134.6,'133.5 and '159.7; groceries ~n9.4, 1.20.6 and 117.6; hardware
and construction materials - 107.6, 10B.O 'and 96.4; electrical goods _ 123.5, lOB.3
and 107.4; footwear (leather and rubber) '-193.9. 214.3 and lBl.O; books and
stationery -,126,.3:,139.3 and 133.2; jewelry - 110.9, 122.4 and 11B.l; automobiles
and motorcycles - 131.0. 138.'2 and 119.1.
There was an increased sales volume in the following categories: agricultural and
industrial equipment; fashion goods for men and women; glassware. crockery, notions
and household items; and electrical goods. Department store goods showed smaller
sales, and one leading British capitalized cash sales shop announced its plans to
close its doors or sell the business itself as unable to maintain its large staff.
Passenger car sales, dropped somewhat due to higher retail prices because of increased
consumption taxes. Book-sellers. jewelry shops, footwear dealers. hardware stores,
groceries and furniture dealers registered smaller sales volume in 1966 {January-
June} compared with theoutturn in either 1965 or 1964, or beth these years.
4.2 - New Retail Stores
In January-June_1966, retail stores newly opened numbered 39 compared with 36 in equal
period of 1965, and 67, 74 and 64 during the years 1965, 1964 and 1963 respectively.
This is still a,long way, off the level of 76 and 90 stores opened in 1961 and 1960
respectively. Paid in capital of the new stores in 1966 (January-June) was /JO.BB
million in contrast with 10.58 million in equal period of 1965. By yearends, the
follOWing paid in capital was declared by the newly opened retail stores: 1965 _
11.03 million; 1964 - 10.70 million; and 1963 - 10.56 milliori. In 1960 and 1961 the
newly opened retail stores had over 'l~illion paid in capital. In January-June 1966
and_196S, Lourengo Marques alone cbimedrespectively 27 and 21 of the 39 and 36 newly
opened, retail stores with a paid in capital of 10.60 million and 10.46 million.
4.3 - New Wholesale stores ,
•• ee$ ~ •• e. •••• ••• • ~.. eo
Growth of wholesale stor~s: i~:1~66.:I~aRl'-a:r%-J~;) ~a~ ~ucli~ofe spectacular than the
increase in the retail d:9re••~u~iP.e:.s"!••rne••fo iJowiI!J·Vew•."!ha!,~salestores were opened
with their respective paid in capital: 1966 [January-June) _ 35 and 10.89 million;
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26 and 10.65 million. In Louren<;o M~qu&~'axon~ot~te'we~ e~t&blrsrt~d 1~ 1966
(January-June) 30 of these new wholesale stores with a paid in capital of 10.81
milli~n in contrast with only 9 stores and a paid in capital of 10.27 million in
the first half of 1965, and of 18 stores ahd 10.43 million paid in capital in the
entire 1965 year. .
4.4 - New Trading Outposts
It is believed that the number of trading outposts (localities containing at least
one store) in 1966 was considerably expanded in line with the long-standing
Government policy of o~ing ~he countryside. ·No official figures are available
about trading outposts in,1966. In 1965 the trading outposts numbered 1,081 in
contrast with 1,018 and 1,014 outposts in 1964 and 1963,respecti vely. By districts;'--
trading outposts were thus distributed in'1965,' ~964 and 1963: 'zambezia - 160,' 154
and 142;-'Gaza - 153, 146 and 147; Manica-e-Bofala - 156, 143 and 144; Mo<;ambique _
137, 129 and 126; Tete - 131, 115 and 114; Inhambane - 93, 92 and 101; Cabo Delgado
91, 89 and 95; Niassa - 85, 83 and 79; and Louren<;o Marques - 75, 67 and 66.
5. FOREIGN TRllDE
5.1 - Increased Trade Deficits
Exclusive of monetary value transactions,Mozambique's trade imbalance in January-
June 1966 amounted to '54.70 million in contrast with similar deficits of 133.89
million and 134.29 million in January-June 1965 and 1964, respectively. It is
believed that the net commercial loss by the end of 1966 may have reached over 178
million'in contrast with trade deficits of 165.50 million and 150.54 million in 1965
and 1964, respectively. Over the 4-year period 1960/63 there was an average net
annual deficit of USl44.69 million in Mozambique's f~reign trade operations.. '
No details are yet available on a breakdown of the Mozambique commodity trade
operations in 1966, but it is believed that heavy imports of machinery and equipment
(including port and railway installations and equipment) as well as of consumer
goods (wheat, corn, milk and milk products, wines and spirits, textiles, pharmaceutical,'
iron and steel, automobiles, etc.) were the chief factors contributing for the net
loss suffered in Mozambique's international trade.
5.2: - Commodity Exports
In the first half of ,1966 commodity exports reached 144.69 million'in contrast with
147.26 million and 143;94 million in equal periods of 1965 and 1964, respectively.
It is anticipated that total commodity exports of Mozambique in 1966 probably
reached 1106.40 million in cQn~ast wiL~laQa.CO,n~lLio~.an~,1106.20 million in 1965
and 1964, respectively. m:er";.<as ii. ~7~.5~ aIJrl,~16.ht ~ec~i;l&: in the value of raw '.. ... ... . . .. . . ....
cashew nuts exported fr~:MQ~~~~e:~~'1966 1.rr re~a~ju~.to·~e export values of
1965 and 1964 respectively. The lower cashew nut exports are due to the establishment
of a number of decorticating factor±es in 1966 for the processing of cashew kernels
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5.2~1 - Leading exports
Nine of the leading agricultural raw, processed or semi-processed commodities
-(unshelled cashew nuts, tea, sugar, copra,lumber and lumber products including
railway ties, lint cotton, sisal, --_cashew kernels, _and vegetable oil and oil cakes)
accounted for '32.41 million (72.52%) in January-June 1966 over-all expOrts in
contrast with 136~72 million (77.70t) and '33.19 million (75.5~) fn ~al periods
of 1965 and 1964,_ respectively. Refined petroleum products (gasoline, gasoil and
fuel oil) exported in January-June-1965 accounted for 14.14 million (9.26%) in
contrast with 13.65 million (7.72%) and 14.19 million (9.54%) in equal periods of
1965 and 1964,_-respectively. The value position of Mozambi-que(s leading commodity
exports in 1964 and 1965, -as well as in January- June 1964,- 1965 and 1966 are given
in the attached enc losure (Table V).
5.~.2 - Principal buyers
In January-June 1966 and in calendar years 1965 and 1964 (respectively) the leading
buyers of Mozambique exportable commodities-were as follows, in respective value
percentages: Portugal - 24.1%, 37% and 32.4%; India - 17.6%, 16.3% and 16.7%;
Republic of South Africa --1l.8'7.,11.6% and 10.7'7.;United Kingdom - 6.7%, 4.6% and
3.6%; United States - 7%, 4.7% ana 4.~.; West Germany - 3.~., 3.6% and 3.6%;
Netherlands - 2.5%. m. and 2.1%; fill others - 27.7% •.20.m. and 19.7%. The pattern
of the export destinations did not change-significantly from the 1965 and 1964
positions. For other details see the attached-enclosure (Table VI).
Portugal bought principally sugar; lint cotton, copra, leaf tobacco, fuel oil and
sisal; India's purchases consisted almost exclusively of unshelled cashew nuts;
the United Kingdom acquired principally ~ck tea; ,the Republic of South Africa
bought chiefly lumber products and railway ties, gasoline and diesel oil, tea,
bananas and cashew kernels; American purchases consisted of cashew kernels, tea,
mineral ores and some sisal; West Germany picked up sisal, oils and oil cakes, tea
and lumber products; finally, the Netherlands bought sisal, tea. and lumber products.
UNCLA'3SIFIED
5.3 - COmmodity Imports
In January-June 1966 Mozambique commodity imports were valued at 199.38 million in
contrast with '81.15 million and 178.23 million in equal periods of 1965 and 1964,
_respectively. By the close of 1966 commodity imports probably reac~ed '185 million.
Over the past few years,-the following c~escendo -was registered in Mozambique
commodity imports (exclusive-of monetary values}: 1965 - '174.1 million; 1964 _
1157.5 million; 1963 - 1140.4 million; 1962 - '134.6 million; 1961 - 1128.2 million;
and 1960 - 1125.6 million •
•• ... • • • •• •• 0 • ••• • ••• o •• • • • • • · • • • • • • • • 0o • · • · 0 • • H. • 0 • · •5.3.1 - Leading impo~~ •• • •• 0 • 0 • • • 00·· ·· • • • ·.. • • • ••• ••• • • •• • ·. .. • •
The following 18 leading-commodity imports_ entered info Mozambique in January/May
1966 and in 1965 and 1964(iespectively), ,all values being indicated in USll-million:
r
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••• eA- ,., ••••••••6.59, 12.87 and 10,85; crude petrol&= -4.S>1,·;jo.:>-l'al'lQ7-..76~ t:ottotl·te'Xtiles_ 4.10,
13.04 and 12.59; wines (sparkling, common and table, bottled or otherwise, exc~pt
verm~uth type) - 3.99, 9.01 and 8.32; busses and trucks - 3.97, 7.69 and 4.57;
,passenger automobiles - 2.06, 4.46 and 4.17; wheat grains - 1.80,,2.70 and 3.02;
petroleum products (gasoline,' kerosene','fuel and lubricating oils) - 1.72, 3.82 and
5.01; drugs hr human and animal use -,1.55, 3.54 and 2.91; non-specified ready-made
clothing - 1.48, 2.50 and 2.47; fish & fish products (fresh, frozen, dried, smoked"
and conserves) - '1.41, 3.90 and 3.32; milk and milk products - 1.40, 3.33 and 3.34;
socks,'knitted inner and outerwear -1.27, 2.81 and 2.69; ~thetic fiber textiles
1.13, 3.36 and 3.29; automotive spare parts - 0~96, 1.88 and 2.09; tires - 0~96,
2'.24 and 1.98;, and tractors 0.90, 2.33 and 1.68. '
5.3.2 - Principal s~ppliers \." .
In January-June 1966 Mozambiquecommcidity :imports by country showed a significant
increase for the United States, due, abnost entirely to one order of diesel
locomotives for the Provincial railways. The following percentage value of the
over-all commodity imports in January-June 1966 and 1965, and in calendar year' 1965
(respectively) by principal countries of origin will help to indicate the import
trends: Portugal including Azores and Madeira-'3cr.~, 36.7~ and 37~; United Kingdom-
11.91" 10.5% and 10.5%; Republic of South Africa -'lO~~, 10.~ and 10.5%; United
States - 8·91.. 3.8/',and 4.2'10; West Germany - 6.1,/",7.4,/"and 7.7,/,,;Iraq - 5.4,/,.,5.7,/"
and 4·910; France - 3.3')'.,1.9'1. and' 2.7')',;Japan - 3')'..3.170 and 3. 8/',;Nether lands _
~" 2.1% and 2.1%; Rhodesia - 1.91" 1.910 and 1.7%; and Macao (PortugUESe Chin~l _
1.4%, 2.6% and 2.4%. For other ,details,~ee the attached enclosure (Table VII).
5.4 - Trade by Geographic Distribution
5.4.1 - Import trade
By continents, Mozambiquefs imPOrt trade was thus distributed in 'percentage values
in January-June 1966 and 1965, and in calendar years 1965 and 1964: Europe _ 61.6%,
65.7~, 67.5%, 60.9')',;Asia - 12.7%, 13.9%, 13.~ and 15.6%; Africa _ 14,4%, 14.~,
14.~ and 17%;, America - 9.7%. 5.~.' 6% and 4.7%; and Oceania _ 1.6%. 0.4%. 0.4%
and 1.~.
5.4.2 - Export trade
Similarly, Mozambique~s commodity exports were thus destined by continents in
January-June 1966 and 1965, and in calendar years'1965 and 1964: Europe _ 46.1%.
50.5~.' 55% and 52.31,; Asia - 19.~, 18~7'70,16.3"10 and 19.6%; Africa - 23.81.. 21.6,/".
20.7% and 20.2'10; America - 71.,6.3"10, 5.~ and 5'70.Oceania _ 1.31;, O~81., 0.61, and
0.6%; and foreign shippi nc-.« 2.61.•.:.11.. 2.2% and 2.3"10.
'0 ••• 0 • • eo .. • • ... 0 .., .., • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 •·• 0 • · • • • .oo • • 0 • 0·• e. 0 •• 0 . • e • • e ••• • • • 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0 • 0 0 0it:ine0 iJi'st'abutlon .. 05.5 - Trade by 'Economic
Mozambique foreign trade distribution may be considered by
zones. viz., the OEen countries. EFTA countries. Portuguese
five different economic
escudo area countries.
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EECcountries and the Soviet bloc c~~t:f:s.{e~~!~~v~.~~.~e~ ~i~at:.
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5.~.1 - Trade with OECDconntries
The following value percentage of Mozambiqueimport and export trade was shared
by OECDcountries in January-June 1966 and 1965 and'in calendar years 1965 and 1964~
Imperts - 6i.zr., 65,3'70.67.11. and 60.51.; exports - 461., 50~41., 54.81. and 5zr..
5.5.2 - Trade with EFTAcountries I ~
Mozambique's impert and export' trade with EFTAcountries was thus registered in
value percentages, in January-June 1966 and 1965 and in calendar years 1965 and 1964~
imports - 45~3'70,50.31., 50.'J1" and 45.3'70;exports - 35.g>J., 38.l~, 44.81. and 40'[••
5.5.3 - Trade with the ESCUDOarea countries
The escudo area countries claimed the following value percentages of Mozambique"s
import and export trade in January-June 1966 and 1965 and in calendar years 1965 and
1964: imports - 33.l~, '41.81., 4l~1~ and 36.3'70;experts - 29.31., 32.31., 4l.l~ and 35.~,
5.5.4 - Trade Hith EECcountri_es
The import and export trade of -Mozambiquewith EECcountries claimed the following
value percentages in January-June 1966'and 1965 and in calendar years 1965 and 1964:
imperts - 16.11., 14.g>J.,16.21. and 15%; exports - 8.61.. 10.2%, 8.4% and 10.2%.
5.5.5 - Trade with SOVIETbloc countries
A negligible impert and export trade was maintained by Mozambiquewith the Soviet
bloc countries (chiefly Czechoslovakia, the USSR,Poland, Hungary and East Gennany)
in January-June 1966 and 1965, and in calendar years 1965 and 1964 as shownby the
following value percentages: imports - 0'.1%, O.l~, 0.1% and 0.2%: exports - 0.11.,
0.11., 0.2 and O.~. Macao (Portuguese China) maintained in the period under
consideration the following value percentages 'of Mozambique's import and export
trade: imports - 1.41., 2.6%, 2.4~ and 2.71.; exports - negligible, 0.1%, negligible,
and 0.1%. Someof this trade was undoubtedly ultimately with CommunistChina.
6. TRANSIT TRADE
A voluminous transit trade was, of vital importance to the local economy,maintained
by Mozambiquewith the n<i!g);tF9I:!ng.t,en;::!,torJ.'ts,(1<~J'ul:lli£,.pfAouth Africa, Rhodesia,
Swaziland,Malawi , Zambi~6nd %~te~~Gongo-~~has~~ tn 1~6~:just as in the preceding
years. However, figures :od th:ia:trAftslt 'traas ~~ve hc.t :be~!l :r<!leased since 1964, and
an official source claimed thaf {fie sfatistical relurns'are -no longer compiled for
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release, Political motives connectea With bne ~oJe;ia~ sa~cti~ns:ptog~~ may play,
a part in this change in statistics ·publYshed .':, • • •• "
Foreign goods moving_through Mozambique (incoming and outgoing commodities in
so-oalled "Direct 'I'r ans Lt;») handled in 1958/60 and 1961/63 registered an annual
average of 3.28 million tons and 3.42 million tons respectively. Re-export of
commodity imports ,in Mozambique, after simple storage, warehousing, re-packing,
reassorting or blending but without any transformation, repairs or finishings
(known as "Indirect Transit">' in 1958/60 and 1961/63 averaged per annum 2.44 million
tons and 3.15 million tons respectively, In other words, total transit trade in
Mozambique over the years 1958/60 and1961f63 averaged per annum 5.72 million tons
and 6.57 million tons respectively,
There was an increased transit -trade volume in 1964,: 1965 .and 1966 even though' the
sanctions against Rhodesia somewhat affected the volume of this trade in the latter
part of 1966, Ail unusual volume of Swaziland and South African mineral ores and/or
bulk sugar handled in 1966 probably made up for the loss in tonnage suffered by ,
Mozambique from a declining import, export and transit trade with Rhodesia, Malawi
and Zambia via the ports of Beira and Lourenqo Marques and the connecting railways.
7.' TRANSPORTJlTIOlf Al{D COMMUNICATIONS
During 1966 the Mozambique Government placed greater em~~asis on expansion of
transportation and communication facilities, both through normal disbursements of
its public services (chiefly, Harbors,Eailways and Transports; Post, Telegraph and
Telephone; and ,Highway Fund) responsible for transport and communication, and through
Epecial disbursements provided in the 'extraordinary budget.
7.1.1 - Aviation
Of an estimated total appropriation of 125.53 million in the FY 1966 extraordinary
bUdget, some 39.14~ was earmarked'for the development of transportation and
communication facilities, compared with some 34% in the preceding year destined for
like purpose.
Outside the Mozambique Government sphere,'two other administrations _ the Beira
Railway (owned by the Portuguese Finance Ministry) and the Trans-Zambezia Railway
(only privately-owned railway in Mozambique) - continued the expansion of
their respective railroad facilities, some of which were actually inaugurated during
the year and with others planned for execution in the coming years ,
7.1-- Transportation
Civil aviation, particularly commercial aviation, made significant strides in
Mozambique in 1966. The .(Jqv"'ytlll\."mt:o: ¢ q,l\dt>~t'atesl',Pm'8- Jtl:rwaysregistered a
record-breaking traffic :Pt Nll$ng~rll ,·l!laflalrtt catgo': D~tA:traffic statistics for
January-June 1966 and 19'6.z/65: a}-~.i!i!r~"1.. '~d/§r'.9bcloslir'e_!TahlliVITI). For conznerci aIaviation traffic in MozambIque in 1962/66 see Table IX,
A new commercial service was inaugurated in March 1966 between Lourenqo Marques and
Matsapa, near Manzini (Swaziland 1 whereby the Swazi Air line and DETA Airways ent ered
in a reciprocal arrangement for handling air transportation between the two countries
by using 2 Air Commander planes.
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•• ••• •• • •• • •••••••••••The Mozambique Government formally !,i~I!~din- .:tanuCiq'],96/1.a ?"cS,.tr~e:t.fQr: the
construction of the Beira Airport TI'I1Iltnal:aJ: :a c~~ o:c soma. OSlll.2:3 m.h~ion thus
extended and debited to the Interim''Dev~lopnen'"t'·Plah'a'ppropr"iations','lM7 _ "0,028;
1966 - '875,350; 1965 - '280,112, Construction was committed to the firm of Mr.Jo~o
M. C~iado Cabral, P.O.Box 949. Beira.
In February 1966, the Civil Aeronautics Board announced revised traffic fees and
supplementary charges applicable to Mozambique airports (Lourenqo Marques and Beira),
major airfields (Inhambane, Lumbo, Mocimboa da Praia, Nampula, Porto Amelia, .
.Quelimane, Tete, Vila Cabral and Vilanculos) and secondary air fields (Antonio
Enes and Joao Belo). -
During the year a U.S. trained pilot and mechanic for airplanes and helicopters-filed
an application for operating two American-made helicopters for civilian operations.
The project. is still in the offing, and the said pilot is reportedly negotiating
a loan with local banks for purchase of U.S. helicopters.·
7.1.2 - Railroads
Railroads are the real backbone of the Mozambique economic structure, particularly
those servicing the international seaports (Lourenqo Marques, Beira and Nacala).
In the north of the Province, the Nacala line (Moqambique Railroad Division) running
inwards from the port of Nacala to Catur (723 kms) was pushed farther northeastwards
towards Vila Cabral (capital of the District of Niassa) with rails now said to have
been laid to half way bet~een Catur and that city. Earth-moving and road-bed work·
was begun during the year on a.westward ext sns ion of the Nacala line from Nova Freixo,
so as to link with the railroad systen~f Malawi, thus providing a better outlet for
this land-locked country now depending entirely on the Beira port and its connecting
railways (Beira Railway and the Trans-zambezia Railway). Such a line may eventually
be extended from Malawi into Tete district.
Major works inaugurated in 1966 on the Beira Railway were valued at US$3.23 million:
a) an 8-storied Central Railway Station in Beira (1l.75 million); b) the Munhava
Station for handling inland goods traffic ("72,664);-c)·housing scheme for Beira
Railway employees along 'the entire Beira-Ihtali line (1456,764); and d) the Vila Pery
railway station ('254,533). The Trans-zambezia Railway Administration embarked upon
a preliminary survey for the construction of an.80-km extension (Ihhamitanga-Marromeu)
which would perm! t the outflow of the Sena Sugar Estate, Lt.d,, through the port of
Beira.
In the south, important railway renewal and reequipnent work was conducted in 1966 to
hanple the increased traffic pressure exerted on the Lourenqo Marques Division
Railway System(chiefly, the Limpopo-Rhodesia,- the Lourenqo Marques-KDmatipoort, and
the Lourenqo Marques-Goba lines). Renewal of fixed railroadequipnent (rails, ties,
etc.) was pursued to guarantee the safety of the traffic, endangered by a number of
railroad accidents probably caused by worn out rails or weather and insect destroyed
railway wooden ties. In.~p~~1.196p~6.0f ~~ r6.~#c~nt~y.p~~chased U.S. manufactured
diesel locomotives arrived i~ :r:our~rfl;;GlMa!quE8s:fo~ 1!se o~ ~~ heavy-traffic Limpopo-
Rhodesia line. These 10~oQo~~VQS n~~a.2,taa ap. ~~e~el'~~t~r and 12 V-shaped
cylinders, which perm! t s"th'e'same'to'generate' a speed of 1CXl'kms per hour. For 1967
plans are proceeding for the installation of a telecommand signalling system costing
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some 12.5 !!li11ion • No details are y~t: <wai ~abl~ on .~he·"'li"'.n~J'co~si~~ :ton of the.. ,.. !" .• .- ...new raihlay goods terminal at Mahota.s; l"".l -kms •• f!'O!il the 'r=our-enqo'MAttpfE!srailway
terminus) or the construction of a new railway station at Machava - an important
link in the heavy traffic railway lines to Komatipoort and Rhodesia - which will be
provided with a double track: line from the Mineral Wharf to Machava, and a t eLeconmand
signalling system for the efficient and safer control of the railroad traffic with
the Republic of South Africa and Rhodesia.
In January-June 1966 railway passenger and cargo traffic was slightly above that
registered in equal period of 1965, however gross revenue dropped by about 12l7-million
of which 11.7 million on the Beira railway line and close to II million on the "
Lourenqo Marques Railway System,"prlncipally due to international Rhodesian trade
sanctions. The State Railways registered the following passenger taffic: 1966
{January-June} - 1.79 million; 1965 {January-June} - 1.73 million; 1965 - 3.59 million;
and 1964 - 3.67 million." Cargo transportation on the State Railways was as follows
in l~illion metric tons: 1966 (January-June) - 5.79;" 1965 (January-June) _ 5.55;
1965 - 11.58; and 1964 - 10.06. Gross revenue from the State Railways in 1964-~966
was as follows in Il-million: (a)"All railways - 1966 January/June (15.42), 1965
January/June {18.11l, 1965 {36~75),"and 1964 (35.31); (b) Lourenqo Marques Railways
1966 January/June (9.90), 1965 January/June (10.87). 1965 (21.87) and 1964 (20.08);
and (c) "Beira Railway - 1966 January[June (4.59)," 1965 January/June {6.381. 1965 (12.92
and 1964 (13.46"). In other words, the Beira Railway and the Lourenqo Marques Railway
System probably suffered a decline of 13.50 million and about 12.0 million in their
gross re~enue during 1966 from similar gross earnings in 1965. The Portuguese Foreign
Ministry claimed for 1966 a loss of 16.77 million on the Limpopo-Rhodesia line and
of 17.95 million on the Beira-UIDt3li line as a result of Rhodesian sanctions imposed
by the U.N. Security Council. We have not" yet been able to determine the basis of
this claim however.
WC1J\SSIFIED
7.1.3 - Ports
Expansion of port facilities in Mozambique, chiefly at the seaports of Lourenqo
Marques and Eeira, was actively pursued in 1966.Minor improvements were made at the
other seaports (Nacala,Quelimane and 'Porto "Amelia) chiefly to meet coastal
navigation requirements.
The following major construction works were reportedly completed or nearing completion
in the port of Lourenqo Marques during 1966: a 3OD-meter extension of the Gorj~o Wharf
(completed); a sugar terminal for handling of bulk sugar through an automatic control
system and 3 tripplers (one acting as a weighbridge) with two large storage sheds
each with a capacity of 40;000 tons, permitting a loading speed of 750 tons of sugar
per hour and costing some 70,000,000 escudos (USI2.44 million )(completed); installatior
of -10 new diesel cranes on the new wharf extension (completed); and construction
silos for the storage of grains. During the year plans were also initiated for the
construction of a petroleum wharf and additional expansion of the Lourenqo Marques
wharfage by some 320 meters. During 1966 the old coaling station which used some 250
meters of wharfage for exclusive handling of Transvaal coal by an automatic
mechanical dumping devi<:,,:(l1ci'itlle~:;;Y;S~eJ!l' tqJ3~ftg-: z;:J.{)O:6\;lO,"':l711915 and handling 800
tons of coal per hour) ,?a$ r9)l6ed~a.~et.the.wt&tfag~ m<:dit!eB ::torother shipping.•• •• •• • • •
\
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rn the port of Beira, the following-m~jpor 'iOrk:<w~~~ cb;ltfJ<u~c~"s.gaHe&, .completed
and/or neared completion: construct:tQftll,f. ~Ar~as :N~•• .r a.Jld Jlo:'l~ witr;.accompanying
reclamation work was continued; next to wharf No. 6 construction was started on a new
refrigeration plant for storage of 34,000 cases of citrus fruits and 500 tons of
meat and vegetablES, total investment of about Il-md.11ion being contemplated on this
project consisting in its initial phase of 24 cooling chambers; construction was
nearly completed of new storage sheds for general cargo and tobacco; and a new dry
dock measuring 118 x 18 meters, still inadequate to meet the needs of the Portuguese
Navy and merchant shipping, was completed at slightly over 12-million by the local
firm of ERMOQUE, SARL, Beira in association with the Soci~te Yranqaise des Dragages and
the Norwegian controled Christiani & Nielsen (S.A.}Ltd. Early in 1966 a bid for the
supply of 12 electric cranes was also announced, details on which are not yet released.
Additionally, new bulk oil storage tanks of a yet unannounced capacity were completed,
allegedly owned by a group representing the Rhodesian government.
In January-June 1966,gross port earnings in MOZambique reached '11.27 million in
contrast with 110.91 million and 18.96 million in equal periods of 1965 and 1964;
the ports of Lourengo Marques and Beira claimed the following percentage earnings:
1966 - 59.27~ and 36.79t; 1965 - 58.4~ and 38.0~; 1964 - 54.29t and 41.45~.
MOZambique gross port earnings in calendar years 1965 and 1964 amounted to 123.66
million and 119.30 million, of which $13.41 million and 110.44 million derived in the
port of Lourengo Marques, and '9.42 million and '8.08 million in the port of Beira.
In January-June 1966 gross port earnings of Lourengo MarqUes and Beira reached '6.68
million and '4.13 million in contrast with '6.37 million and '4.15 million in
corresponding period of 1965, Total estimated Lourengo Marques port earnings in
1966 (January-December) may have reached some $14-million; total Beira port earnings
in 1966 are more difficult to estimate because of the effect of Rhodesian sanctions,
but may have dropped to about '7.5 million, though some sources estimate higher.
The Portuguese Foreign Ministry, Lisbon, claimed a net loss of 11.38 million and
'2.68 million in the operations of the ports of Lourengo Marques and Beira during
1966 as a result of diminished traffic from Rhodesian imports and exports following
the UN imposition of economic sanctions against that country, but we have been unable
to verify the basis of this claim.
Over-all traffic in Mozambique ports during January-June 1966 dropped slightly to
6,326,002 tons from the level of 6,497,874 tons in equal period of 1965, but was
still higher than the 5,391,474 tons handled in January-June 1964. This decline
resulted chiefly from the-drop in Rhodesian incoming and outgoing traffic through the
ports of Beira and Lourengo Marques -following the UN sanctions. Total traffic handled
in Mozambique ports in 1965 and 1964 reached 13,731,656 and 11,592,732 tons
respectively. It is estimated that in 1966 Mozambique ports handled some 13,400,000
tons of which the ports of Lourengo Marques and Beira claimed 9,400,000 and 3,400,000
tons respectively. In l-million tons there are given the over-all tonnage figures for
Mozambique ports, as well as for Lourengo Marques and Beira: 1966(est.) - 13.4, 9;4
and 3.4; 1965 -13.73, -8.82 and 4.38; and 1964 - 11.59, 7.60 and 3.53. An official
source informally disclosed-that the port traffic during 1966 in Lourengo Marques
and Beira w,\s thus made up: cargo loadings - 6,000,000 and 1,900,000 tons; cargo
discharged - 3,400,000 aJ;),(lJ...5Q.O,000, tQCS... • • ••• • ... ..
c ~ ~ ~ ~ 6 0 0 G. .60 • C •
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Close to '1.80 million va. p~~ide~ ¢or.th~ ~e~el~r.t 0:~rts and harbors of
Mozambique under the 196~·EXtraordlnaiY Budget allocations {fi contrast with 12.39
million actually disbursed in this connection in 1965. Improvement of the port of
Lourengo Marques alone was provided '1.29 million in 1966, 'mile the port of Beira
was allotted '296,477.
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•• ••• • • • •• •• • ••• • ••• ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •7.1.4 Highways and bridge~ • •• • • • • • • • •• • • • • •- • • • • ••• • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • •• · • • • · • · • • • l:I ..... "'~'"' • ••• • · • • ••An ambitious program was initially announced for construction of important road
sections of the Lourenqo Marques-Beira highway including 9 small bridges and 3 bridges
over the Save, Buzi and Revu~ rivers. Early in February 1967 a local newspaper
complained that the construction of. the important highway section Inchope to Rio Save
in a southward direction from the Beira-Untali highway was paralyzed, the constructing
firm (Ermoque , SARL) having only done about 35 kmsof grading. This delay is generally
ascribed to lack of funds by the Provincial government. Work on the new Lourenqo
Marques-Matola highway was also retarded during the course of the year, due to some
legal difficulties resulting from land expropriation, .but the project was continued
and is now almost completed; .total cost of. this latter project was 10.96 million., .
The Portuguese Overseas Ministry in February 1966 ordered the Mozambique Government
to utilize an internal loan of 200,000,000 escudos {ml6.98 million) to be raised from-
the Banco Nacional Ultramarino for the construction· of highways and bridges, stipula-
ting that 8~ of this loan would be used for construction· of top priority highways
and hridges in the_northern districts of .Cabo Delgado, Niassa, Tete and zambezia
with the remaining2~ for supplementary access highways to these district regions.
No details are available about the work executed in this connection or the amounts
actually disbursed. Under the 1966 Extraordinarr Budget an amount of '6.14 million
was provided for highway construction, in contrast with '2.55 million actually
spent in 1965.
On January 1, 1967 a new Highway Board (Junta Autonoma de Estradas) was set up as
an autonomous public service no longer d8penden.t upon the MozambiqufhPublic Works and
Transport Services. As a result of this measure, it is expected tha~ foad and bridge
construction program will be further intensified in 1967, and that much of the work
reported by the Governor-General/as under construction or nearing completion,
(highway construction -'15.23 million; and bridge construction-I5.55 million) will be
more effectively pursued in the current year.
7.1.5 - state busses and trucks
On December 31, 1964 the Mozambique Harbors,' Railways and Transport Services operated
339 motor vehicles an public transportation,·of_which 243 trucks, 76 busses and 20
cargo-cum-passenger vehicles •.They travelled over 8.91 million kilometers and carried
1,875,245 passengers and 331,694 tons of cargo. The state bus and truck enterprise
employed in that year (1964) 1,294 people,· of whom 893 were Africans, 302 Europeans
and 99 other races.
No other details are available about the· operations of the State busses and trucks,
excepting the following relevant figures in 1966 {January-June), 1965 and 1964:
passengers carried - 1,081,869, 1,986,544 and 1,875,245; cargo tons - 114,336,
291,288 and 331,694; gross earnings in USll-million - 0.76, 2.05 and 1.83. Nearly
two thirds of the state land transportation fleet are 3-axle units and over 2~ are
2 axle units; ·the rest is mostly represented· by 4-axle units as well as by a few
tractors and trail~;-s~..... • ~ ... ... I;) .. ••• • lI.. ell
G y ~. • ~ g ~ ~. ~ ~ ~ c..
• u ... ~ c ~ • _~o • w ....... .. .. ..
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7.1.6 - Motor vehfcle·reglitiations .
At the close of August 31, 1966 there were probably 72,700 motor vehicles in
operation in Mozembique, compared with 62,723 vehicles on December 31, 1964 and
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some 68,900 at the close of 191i~.:Jq:ot"riehi<:'1:es'in ·"ooe,.atij::ll!at ~he end of 1964
were thus classified: passengeh 'C&1''' ~ '3jl'~53;:te:t'ucks'and vahs"': n, 07 9; motorcycles
3,519; tractors - 3,405; cargo/passenger vehicles -729; and busses - 433. By
countries of origin they claimed the following percentages: United Kingdom _ 37.5~;
West ~ermany - 23.5~; United states - 18.96~; France - 6.11%; Italy _ 5.3"8%;
Canada - 4.0~; Japan - 1.66%; Sweden -1.4~; Czechoslovakia - 0.991.; all others _
0.4~.
Newly registered motor vehicles in January~AuguSt 1966 and calendar year 1965
numbered 3,765 and 6.204 units respectively. The following countries of origin
dominated the newly registered motor vehicles in Mozambique in January-August 1966
and 1965 (January/December) respectively: l1hited Kingdom -36.15% and 36.83%;
West Germany -21.4~ and 22.76%; irance - 16.~6~; and 12.9~; Japan - 16.1~ and
15.59%; Italy - 6.56% and 6.9~; Sweden - 1.22% and 1.9~; United States - 0.53"k
and 1.16%; and all ,others- 1.65%. and 1.85%.
The number ~f driving licenses-issued' in'1964 and 1965 was 4,169 and.4,609
respectively; during January-August 1966 a total of 2,954 driving licenses was
issued of Which 1,467 licenses for light vehicles, '1.260 licenses for heavy vehicles
and 227 licenses for motorcycles.
7.1. 7 - Pipeline
During 1966 the pipeline from BeiTa to Umtali, Rhodesia, started in 1965 for the
pumping of crude petroleum,oil t~ the Feruka oil refinerYJwas completely paralyzed
due to the British and U.N. embargo on oil shipments to the rebel Government of
Ian smith. No details have been yet released on the 1965 operations of the pipeline
or the revenue grossed by the Mozambi,que Government. However, the Portuguese Foreign
Ministry, Lisbon. recently claimed that a '3.68-million loss was suffered by
Mozambique impliedly because of failure to operate the Beira-Umtali crude oil pipeline.
7.2 - Communications
7.2.1.- Postal operations
Postal operations in 1966 were maintained approximately as in the past. but no
statistics on these operations are available after 1964. The 355 Government post
offices handled not only the mail and parcel postage, but also were engaged in
maintaining telegraph and/or telephone service as well as that of savings bank and
rem~ttance of money in the form of postal coupons or money orders.
In 1964 the following postal traffic was,iegistered in Mozambique: letters received:
34,181,000 (surface) and 17,614,000 (air); 'letters aent; - 31,318,000 (surface) and
16,695,000 (air); parcel post - 259,.703 (received) and 149,944 (sent). A total of
253,665 postal coupons and money orders valued at '33.76 million were handled in the
year, of wh;l.ch223,J5~J..cqupoJlS.aI;lcjm,pJlEU.o;r~r",iwplung a payment of '33.43 million
within Mozambique;; tor :tlteb!)lrtetitl)f j!J;tva'b!"itldiviCilelsand organizations the
Postal Services i1%s!l.ec!':225,as: coupohs :aJl.d~r.eY oi-<J&rS to the amount '9.39 million,
wi th the remaining" 21'.,,47 coup,ni ana money orders "1:otaling '24.38 mi llion us I'd for
meeting the needs of the Postal Services.
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•• • ••• •• • •• • •••••••••••Gross revenue from the postal "~I'fl.ti~n":in 19~4'.,re<!<;hetJ:£l.~O:jIliIHon, a decline
from '1.80'million collected i~ ~~3.~S~~ of'~s~ge:slamps:~ough~ in ,0.65
million in contrast with' U. 03 'mil'1:f'on'in'"f9b'3:>!hitil oh'er ;>sundry receipts" amounted
to ~.85 million compared with '0.77 million in 1963.
7.2.2 - Telegraph operations
Exclusi ve of the Mozambique Railway-owned and Trans-zambezia Railway-owned telegraph ,
network, Mozambique Post,'Telegraph and Telephone Department maintained a fairly
satisfactory though antiquated telegraph'service Within Mozambique and'with the
outside world through its overland telegraph lines operated by 218 telegraph stations
(as of December 31,,1964).No statistics are available on public telegraph operations
in Mozambique in 1965 and 1966.
During 1964 the 'following telegraph 'traffic was 'registered in Mozambique; telegrams
received and number of words - 829,918 and 17.15 million; telegrams sent and number
of words - 900,312, and 17.14 million; in~transit telegrams and number of words,-
626,700 and 11.71 million. Internal traffic handled 35.84 million words, of which
11.71 million words!",Iein-transit telegrams.
A gross revenue of ~.89 million was collected in 1964 from the telegraph operations
in contrast with 1.98 million in 1963. The decline is believed to be attributable
i11 large part to growing use of the telephone system (see below).
7.2.3. - Telephone operations
During 1966 the telephone service in, Lourenqo Marques, which alone accounts for ,over
551. of the Mozambique telephone network, was reportedly over-saturated. Elsewhere,
in the interior town centers/the situation'was fairly satisfactory, although
saturation also was a problem for the telephone exchanges of a few rising urban centers
An unconfirmed report indicated that a British concern offered to remedy this
situation in return for the exclusive right of operations over a number of years, but
was turned down by, the Qavernment. In"March 1966, automatic telephone exchanges
were installed in'Quelimane and Nmnpula townships.
Statistics are not available on telephone operations in 1966 and 1965, but the
fallowing numbers will help to show the marked improvement verified in 1964 and 1963:
telephone exchanges - 88 and 76; telephone receivers -'17,985 and 17,319; telephone
subscribers - 17;541 and 16,962; registered calls (l-million) - 26.7 and 20.9;
urban calls (l-million) -,24,7 and 19.1; inter-urban calls (l-million) - 1.7 and 1.6;
international calls (l,OOO) -,225.6 and 199.2; extension of telephone network (in kms)
47,965 and 47,312,. Underground telephone network in Lourenqo Marques and Beira at
the close of 1964 and 1963 was reported unchanged at 24,591 and 6,344 kms respectively.
Wireless telephone communications were maintained in 1966 between Lpurenqo Marques
and Beira (on a 24-hour basis via the VHF tropospheric dispersion system) and at
certain hours wit~'r~, ~Qu~l~~~ne,.~~y~ld~~ ~ort0'~e!ia, Mocimboa da Praia, and
Vila Cabral; simi~a. fAC~lit;i$ "qere.o~etat~ o~ tl$ :tUephone circuits from Beira,
Quelimane and Nmnp'J.~a,..t:o:otb.!'r.z:ear!JY'<!etlteO" .Als::>:'L3urenqo Marques-Lisbon,
Inhambane-Lisban, Beira-Lisbon and Nampula-Lisbon telephone circuits were usually
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operated from 10:00 am to 11:00 p.a. ~exoopt:f~r' ~~t>jl~';.rJst,oit).:T~lecommunications
with the outside world were aS~UL~Lv{::,-.tp.",~:9I.e.l'i<S<J.Ma;J:"<tues;'U,;J:l~·wirelesstelephone
circuit, while telephone communIcations with the Republic of South Africa, Rhodesia,
Malawi and Zambia were maintained on a 24-hour basis. The wurenqo Marques-Johannesburg
circui t was used for telephone communications with Kenya, U;randa, Tanzania, and
Congo-Kinshasa at certain specified hours only.
Gross revenue from telephone traffic in 1964 and 1963 was as follows in US'l~illion:-,
total - 2.25 and 1.93; urban and inter-urban calls - 1.87 and 1.62; international
calls - 0.38 and 0.31.
7.2.4.- Wireless_ telegraph operat ions
,
On December 3l~ 1964 there were 25 wireless telegraph stations in Mozambique '
operating 63 transmitters and 89 receivers, that is, 25 transmitters and, 23 receivers
more than on the same date-of 1963. No figures, are yet available for 1966 and 1965
wireless "telegraph service in Mozambique.
The Mozambique Post, Telegraph ,and Telephone Department operated wireless stations
Ln: Lourenqo Marques (2). Quelimane, Nampula(2), Porto Amelia, Mocimboa da Praia,
Vila Cabral, Tete, Beira (2) and Nova Lusitania. One of 'the stations in Lourenqo
Marques, Nampula and Beira was used for maintaining communication with the interior
regions, while the other was operated for the use of the maritime shipping. The
Civil Aeronautics similarly operated wireless stations for the use of aerial navigation
in Lourenqo Marques, Inhambane, Qu~limane, Lumbo, Tete and Beira. The Maritime
Services operated wireless stations at wurenqo MarqUes, Inhaca, Pilot Station of
Inhaca, Cabo Delgado Pilot Station, an~ Ba zartit0,Island. Finally, the Weather Bureau
maintained for its own exclusive weather reporting services a wireless station in
Lourenqo Marques. Radio Marcpni in Lourenqo Marques handled all commercial wireless
communications with the exterior through a special contract with the Mozambique
Government.
The following wireless telegraph traffic was registered in Mozambique in 1964 and 1963:
radiotelegrams sent - 5,797 and 4,603;' radiotelegrams received - 11,019 and 10,487;
total of words handled - 268,B87.and 248,811.
7-.2.5 - Radio broadcasting
In 1966 radio broadcasting in MOZambique was operated by three privately-owned
organizations: Radio Clube de Mo ambi e, RCM). Lourenqo Marques (founded 1933). _
Ernissora do Aeroclube da Beira (EAS) , Beita founded 1942) and Radio Pax (Rp), Beira
(founded c'.1950). The RCM is the most powerful organization with l4-short wave
'transmitters and S-medi11lll'WaVe transmitters. Established as a private membership
club the RCM receives a substantial subsidy f rom the Mozambique Government, including
an annual fee of 20100 escudos per each licensed radio receiving set, and maintains
regional broadcasting stations in Nampula (established 19S3),'Quelimane (established
1958) and Porto Am..!~ia'~~taJglj.s}ted.i95;lJ:•••: .'.•• : .":
~ ~ $, • Q. • .G~. ~ ~ .. ~
•• ••• ••• • • •• • • • •••
In 1966 the ReM mi'l'iJ!ta!!te:::l.tl.r!>e..progi-ains"from" t::l1';;-Qnq,u:Marques: a 20t 21:45 hour
Portuques e language program with mus ic, advert isement, news, theat er, etc.; an
English-Afrikaans language program on a 24-hour basis with music and advertisement.
, ,
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and an African language progr'$ :(~.ho%trt;~n ~eet.daYil00,1.14. hour s :>n sundays) in... . ... .. ~the »shanqana » and »ronqa » dia~eC-t:so!'a'l':Cng;<"litlYmmsk: ad:re;r;:tl~.,m.ent,news, and
general interest information. The~gllsn~Afrik;;ns·ian~age program continued to
be beamed specially for listeners in"the Republic of South Africa, and South-West
Africa and is audible in Rhodesia. The" regional stations in the north carried
Portuguese and African language (Macua,"Chuabo, and Macua do Medo) programs over
small range transmitters and maintained very limited "programs.
The El\B maintained on week--<:laysabout 9-hours program in Portuguese with music,
advertisement, news and general information, for listeners in and around Beira and
in the neighboring regions of South Africa and Rhodesia. This station is owned and
operated by the Beira Flying Club (Aero Clube da Beira).
The RP operated a Portuguese language and an African language program (,,gena,,and the
'J6hangana" dialetts of Thonga) over a limited number of hours. It carried music,
advertisement, news and general interest information. The Radio Pax is owned and
operated by the Franciscan Missionaries of the Roman Catholic Diocese of Beira.
In 1964, total radio broadcasting covered 56,547;43 hours, of which the RCM,
Lourenco Marquesr- claimed 42.45~, and the 2 Beira radio stations jointly covered
31.2~. The rest of the broadcasting time was" thus shared: Porto Amelia (9.1~),
Quelimane (9.0~) and NampUla [8.05~};"Only 4.51~ of the total broadcasting time
(or 2,549.45 hours) was solely devoted to commercial advertising in the so-called
'mixed broadcasting programs", exclusive of the 'musical" and "Spoken" programs.
The 'mixed" program covered 11.58"1.of the entire broadcasting time, while the
'musical" and "spoken" programs accounted for 52.04"1._and 36.38"1.of the total time.
On December 31, 1964 there were 52,906" radio receiving sets duly licensed in
Mozambique, an increase of 30~66% over" the sets licensed on equal date of 1963. Radio
receiving sets operating in Mozambique may actually number morethan 100,000, and the
Government is actively campaigning for the location of unlicensed sets still in use
without the payment of the annual fee of 120100 escudos (US'4.19) per set, of which
100100 escudos is credited for the expansion of the Portuguese National Broadcasting
Service (Emissora Nacional)and the remaining 20100 eSCUdos to the Radio Clube de
Moxambigue, Lourenqo Marques.
Foreign made radio receiving sets were during the year being fast replaced by locally
assambled ones (Japanese and British patented), for medium and short wave bands.
8. PUBLIC UITLITIES
8.1"- Power Supply
Complete figures are not yet available to determine the production, distribution,
consumption and exports of Mozambique generated" power in 1965/66. Fragmentary data
available however permit some assessment of power output in 1966 and 1965 and its
g'rowth in r-eLat ion ~o;j~l1Qwn tia1:Cl°fo~e19.54•• Q~ 01" Q 010: .~:
~: .~ ~ .~ ~ • w. ~"; : : .:;;
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In 1966 Mozambique~s power output probably reached 434,000,000 kWh in contrast with
418,~32,000 kWh estimated in 1965 and 363,727,000 KWh registered in 1964. Leading
power producer was SHER. Beira, which through its hydro-power scheme at Revu~ regis-
tered an estimated output of some 205,000,000 kWh in 1966 in contrast with actual
output of 204,776,000 and 165,905,000 kWh in 1965 and 1964 respectively. 'The second
major producer was SONEFE; Lourenqo Marques, the annual output of which was: 1966 _
131,0Cl0,000 kWh; 1965 - 119,156,000 kWh;, and 1964 - 105,934,000 kWh. 'The remaining
power output was registered by over 675 power stations, with nearly 1,000 dynamos
and alternators with a total potential ,capacity of approximately 225,000 kW including
7 small hydro-electric stations with a total potential not exceeding 10 kW. Power
output by SHER, Beirar for 1966 was estimated close to the levelaf 1965, as a
severe drought forced the Revu£ Dam to operate at 11 reduced capad ty and compelled
the SEER administrators to "import", power from the tmtali Electricity Supply,
Commissionfs emergency plant in order'to meet the contractual obligations for power
supply bcth,to the umtali belt region and the Beira-Yila Pery residential and
industrial complex. 'This situation, which lasted for about a month, was remedied
by heavy rains which filled the dam' reservoirs. In September 1966 SONEFE installed
a new gas turbine - the first of its type ever install~d in Africa _ with a potential
capacity of 17'.5 MW at a cost 'of '1.4 million, fed on diesel fuel or kerosene but
easily switchable with slight modification to natural gas feeding.
Tn mid-1966 the Mozambique Government was authorized to make a survey study of the
multi-purpose Zambezi river scheme for agricultural, mining, industrial and power
development at a cost of US'697,3~0 payable in 1966/72. Also, in September 1966,
the Mozambique Government was authorize~ to subscribe fully and exclusively 5% bonds
wu~ SEER is allowed to float up to US~697,350 to meet the construction costs of a
new power house at the Chicamba Dam, these bonds being redeemable in a maximum periodof 25 years.
8.1.2 - Power consumption
No figures are available on total po",er consumption in Mozambique in 1966 and 1965.
Some 280,000,000 kWh were consumed in 1964 by the following principal categories
of consumers: industry (39.56%), public lighting (24.49%), household USes (23.551.)',
power losses and consumption by generating plants (12.4CJl,). In 1966 and 1965, power
consumption was probably around 320,000,000 and 310,000 kWh respectively, including
therein the power losses and power consumption by the geneEting plants.
Lour enqo Marques and Bed'ra were the principal ]>Ower consuming centers because of
their populations and business and industrial concentrations. 'The monthly power
consumption indices for Lourenqo Marques 'and Beira thus varied: 1966 (January/August)-
7,148,000 and 3,936,000 kWh; 1965 - 6',754,000 and 3,937,000 kWh; 1964, _ 6,006,,000 and3,469,000 kWh.
.<J OCl~ Q8.1. 3 - Power e~rti; ~
•• • ••
e • 00 .. • • ••• 0 • 00 ••e • • • • • • • • • • •0 • 0 •• 0 0 ; 0 • •.. • • • • • • .. • •··SEER, Beira, contin'ued'to'exPoit'~evu~ hydroelecti{c power to the Electricity Supply
Commission, Untali, Rhodesia, under a renewed 5-year of contract of supply (1966/71).
During 1966 drought conditions at Revu~ forced SEER to buy power from the umtali
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It is estimated that SEER supplied some 115,000, oob "kWh'o'l"'Revue power to Untali
in contrast with actual power exports of 111,043,500 and 83,794;000 kWh in 1965
and 1964, respectively.
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8.1.4 - Power development
The Mozambique Oove rnmerrttpro vi.ded in n 1966 the amount of 12.65 million to be
disbursed under the Interim Development Plan program as follows: power output _
'1.5 mi-llion;. survey studies - ~.52 million; commitments on Lourenqo Marques
power supply system - 1O.35,million; and power distribution - '0.28 million. In
1965 Government disbursements were- made in fostering the power output ('0.49 million]
and iJJ.connection with the wurenqo MarqUes power supply rIO. 70 miUion] •
Construction of a dam on the zambeze River at Caborra-Bassa above Tete continued
to be the subject_of much conjecture, and.preliminary survey teams from interested
companies of the United states, Italy, Germany,France, Japan, and South Africa
visited the proposed site. When Oongen officers were there in February 1967, test
berings were being made and the base camp expanded. Local officials connected with
the dam hoped that bids would be announced by mid-1967 and a contract awarded by
,. the end of the year. The winning contractor or consortium will, however, probably
have to arrange fin~ncing. The first phase (with turbines only on the south bank]
will provide 9 x 10 kWh, but the--second phase and construction of 4 additional dams
could beost the area's power production to 50 x 1009kWh. Initially, at least, most
power would be export~d to South- Africa. Target date for beginning of electricity
production by the first phase .remains.1972, but··attainment will require a rapid
decision to proceed.
8.2 - Water Supply
Drinking water supply continued to be a pressing problem in 1966 as in the past,
not only in the remote countryside regions but also in some of the town centers of
considerable European population. The District Governments made only limited
progress in servicing the requirements of the rural African. populations by drilling
sub-soil wells or construction of water reservoirs. In FY 1966, the amount of .
'139,616 was provided for that purpose under the Interim Development Plan.
No figures. are available to estimate the total registered water supply consumption
in Mozambiquefs some 40'population centers-in 1965 and 1966. During 1964, a total
of 19.48 million cubic meters (m3) was consumed in 39 centers, of which 8.52 million
m3_.by households, 3.93 millionm3 by industry, 2.13 million m3 by Government and
Municipalities, and 2.28 million m3 by the Railways.
Drinking water supply in 1964 was maintained by 24 Municipal and weal Boards, 8
Regional Administrations,. the Mozambique Railways at Nacala, the Limpopo Farmers'
Cooperative, and,~;c~~ssi~~~t~e.0D~ni~ .f~ei~~,.'~anga and Dondo). Total value
of the water sUPfilled.~Il 1~~4: ""Is iiJ,jl.~;mi~ioq, <;It ~ich '1.32 was claimed by the
Lourenqo Marques "!j!U1J.9:ir.aL !i'a:t"X'S!JWJ:jc·Seo-i·c:~s.. :;ut'd. :10. 50 million by the Beira
Water Supply Services.
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•• ••• •. .. ..: .. .. . .. ... . . .:. . .. .. .During 1966 there occurred:~:r:Lodtc _te:hlilho"'ta~"s:~d eV«1 wa{er stoppages due to
breakdowns' in the main supp"Ly 'S':Jst~ -of : Li,u.r.en'l'"Mli~que~ ;.'1d:~hra. Plans have
been made in Lourenqo Marques for the construction of a dam on the umbeluzi river _
main source of the city's water-storing up to 30-million cubic meters (m3). New
pipes' were laid for increasing the water flow to the city's reservoirs, and in late
1966 a new reservoir storing 10,000 m3 of water was installed in the outskirts of
the city and provided with a water tower storing up to 600 m3.
8.2.1 - Index of water consumption in major towns
c
Water consumption indices are officially determined only for Mozambique's leading
urban centers - Lourenco Marques and' Belra , In 1966' (January-'August) the average
monthly water consumption in Lourenqo Marques and Beira were 930,000 and 257,000 m3,
respectively, in contrast"with respective averages of 919,000 and 255,000 m3 in
calendar year 1965, and of 897',0Q0 and 249',000 m3" respectively, in calendar year 1964.-
Water consumption in Lourengo Marques in' August 1966 reached the high level of
969,000 cubic meters (m3) thus distributed: hous eho Ldvus e - 336,000 m3; Government
& Municipal services, visiting ships, harbors & railways - 342,000 m3;' industry _
291,000 m3. In Beira, the water consumption' in August 1966 was marked by 262,000
cubic meters thus, distributed: household uses, - 138,000 m3 i Government & Municipal
services, visiting ships, harbors & railways - '110,000 m3; and industry - 14,000 m3.
8.3 - Natural/_~tificial Gas
8.3.1 - Natural gas
During 1966 the principal 'activities of the U~S. oil prospecting companies in
Mozambique (Gulf Oil and Pan American Oil subsidiaries 'in a consortium run by
Mozambique Gulf Oil) centered in quenching a serious gas fire which broke out in
October 1965 at the Pande NQ.4 test well in the District of Inhambane. After spending
some US,5.25 million in the effort, Gulf was finally able to extinguish the fire at
Pande in ear Iy February 1967. '
Drilling re-commenced in the latter.pertof 1966 in the Pan de gas field, and
exploratory wells were also sunk at Micaune in the zambeze Delta and near Inhassoro.
Though preliminary indications are good for commercial quantities of gas in the
Pande field (as well as,to a lesser extent, the smaller Buzi field south of Betra)
continued test drilling is necessary to prove the field., If this test drilling
reveals a field of expected size, a pipeline will probably be installed to the Rand
area of South Africa, with possible branches to Lourenqo Marques and/or some point
in Rhodesia. Much speculation and premature reporting on such a pipeline has
appeared in the press, but a decision to build it. could be made by mid-1967, and
construction could be under way by the end of the calendar year.
Despite many years of dDlling by Mozambique Gulf Oil, no oil (as opposed to gas)
has yet been foun~'tn>~o~~tq;.J-~o'·Hewa~JO' '13:f':.e:r.:a::"!'tJ",~roil companies (including
two American) hav~ recP.r~ly.~~}ied·to~·Qri~inq c~~~~sions. One or more of these
.concessions may be .(frc'l!\.i:~d.b:"f;.>:c~·th~· e!'.<1 of: c!'decd:;iI".)!ear1967.
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The SONAREP oil refinery produced 2,057 metric tons of butane gas in January-August
1966 ~ompared to 2,567 and 2,239 metric tons in calendar years 1965 and 1964,
respectively. Butane gas is used for local domestic consumption. Distribution in
Mozambique is made of bottled gas by SONAREP and its agents in the principal centers
of the country. There are no exports of butane gas.
9. BEAIXH, EDUCATION AlUJ WELFARE
9.1 - Health Promotion Services'
In IT 1966 the Mozambique Government proposed to spend 18.94 million in contrast with
corresponding estimates 'of 18.68 in 1965 and actual disbursements of 17.65 million
in 1964 in connection with the general health and sanitation program in Mozambique.
Expenditures foreseen in IT 1966 and 1965,and 'those actually incurred in IT 1964
were as follows_in USll-million: Department of Health & Hygiene _ 6.11, 5.49 and 5.33;
construction and equipment of hospitals, wards and maternity homes under Interim
Development Plan - 1.40,- 1.74 and 0.95; Tse-Tse Fly-Combat Services (ordinary and
extraordinary budgets) - 0.45, 0.47 and 0.39; Tropical School of Medicine, Lisbon
(Mozambique's share of its upkeep and construction costs) - 0.29, 0.27 and 0.29;
Overseas Hospital, Lisbon and Overseas Health Inspector, (Mozambique's share) _ 0.20,
0.17 and 0.20; anti-malaria campatgn (extraordinary budget) - 0.17, 0.24 and 0.23;
Medical Research Institute - 0.17~ 0.17 and 0.17; gra.nts to Roman Catholic Mission
male or female nurses working in Government hospitals, asylums and leper colonies _
0.10, 0.10 and 0.07; assistance to Government- -civil and military personnel in
special disease hospitals -0.04; 0.04- and 0.02. Medical and hospital facilitiBs in
1966 in Mozambique were yet inadequafe throughout most "f the country.
9.2 - Education-
Tn'IT 1966 a total of US18;19 million was projected for disbursement in connection
with the educational activities in MOZambique on all levels (sub-primary, primary,
technical, secondary and university) in contrast with 17.94 million estimated in
1965 and 18.16 million actually disbursed in 1964. Expenditures foreseen or actually
incurred were as follows in USll~illion in 1966, 1965 and 1964: Education Department _
5.52, 5.02 and 5.23; University Studies (see below) - 0.66, 0.52 and 0.80; construction
and equipment of ~chool buildings under Interim Development Plan - 1.52, 1.86 and
1.62; grants to Roman Catholic ,Missions for maintenance and/or construction or
Normal Schools and Seminaries for training of African boys and girls _ 0.18,' 0.19
and 0.18; grants to R.C. Missions for maintenance and/or construction of high schools
for all races - 0.07, -0.07 and 0.07; Portuguese Youth Movement - 0.14, 0.14 and 0.14;
and subsidies for students in Portugal or away from their parental homes, including
travel costs to and from their homes during holidays - 0.10, 0.14 and 0.12.
During 1966/67 the.ol>f0.UI:lb;iqu~p-n.io;:er,;sitt ~h~i~. f:l::ri tHlect the MoZambique Uni vers ity)
was authorized to :illSj:~~l:t11..-oIt;".ye;~r l"f; in~tr~ti~n; fpr Medicine, Veterinary
Medicine and all Enoiry~~rjn2:Cou~~e~.be~~ tcu~~~ .et L~se Studies. Formal conversion
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In 1963/64 school attendance at all levels was thus marked in Mozambique: Total -
437,637; pre-primary and 'rural primary school - 373,587; primary school - 44,725;
arts & craft school - 154; commercial and industrial middle school - 9,761;
agricultural school - 27; public service school - 191; commercial and industrial
high school -255;'lyceum secondary school - 7,369; Roman Catholic School for
Clergy Training - 405; R.C. Missionary Training School for African Adaptation
School Teachers '- 551; State- Training School for Primary School Teachers - 68;
University School - 68; Music, Painting and Dancing School - 253. The pre-primary
or rural primary school, also called the »adapt etion» school is entrusted to the
Roman Catholic Missions and is meant for teaching the Portuguese language and basic
primary education to African children. The Clergy Training School (Seminary) is
almost exclusively' attended by Africans willing to embrace the Roman Catholic
priesthood. The Roman Catholic Missionary Training Schools for African Adaptation
School Teachers are run separately for'boys and girls 'who are later certified as
teachers at, the so-called pre-primary'or adaptation schools.
Newspapers announced that many of the temporary staff teachers of technical and
secondary schools had to wait for several months in order to get their salaries"
indicating a very tight educational budget.
9.3 - General Welfare Program
While an amount of 10.66 million is prcvided in FY 1966 for the promotion of general
public welfare exclusive of relief and,public'assistance (public housing projects,
Beira town planning and other local improvements), during 1965 an amount of #1.17
million was actually disbursed in general public welfare program works, of which
'0.60 million, '0.29 million and 10.27 million respectively on local improvements,
housing construction and Beira town planning.
9.4 - Public Assistance Program
In 1966 an amount of '0.91 million was set aside for the public assistance program
in Mozambique,compared to lO.84million in 1965 and actual disbursements of 10.93
million in 1964. Total Public Assistance revenue in 1964 amounted to '1.29 million,
but only 10.93 million Wi!; spent on'redress of the needy pub Lic , Chief income of this
fund is derived from a 5~ surcharge on income tax collections (c.44%), grants from
Municipalities, State and the Labor-Institute, State lottery and Totobola percentage
receipts,' 5~ tax on the entrance tickets to all amusement places, and sales of
Public Assistance stamps used on all IldSsports issued and on all applications to
Government and Municipal offices, and notarial acts, as well as on mail sent in
Mozambique during the Easter and Christmas seasons.
This service doles out subsidies to unemployed, or'phened children, and widowed wives
and some aged by di-::;e"t,n:.onthl'{st,inemds" i:<il,j r.arlillll~ finances charitable
~ ~ ~ ~ • ~ v ~- v 0 • v ~ • ~ j
institutions (hom'<S:fo[: i:nv,!;i;!s',.o:rrili~ cj).ilctrelJ'j(~ Cross, and other establish-
ments for all rac~!,_D,~~~te5 xa bcign~ bu: ~or_st~nts, and repatriation of
unemployed or destitute families to the countries of their origin.
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10.1 - Government Policy
During 1966 the Mozambique Government officially encouraged local Portuguese, and
foreign investors in setting up processing industries, fishing enterprises and
general mining concerns,' but, in practice, red tape, political in fighting by
competitors"and lack of government funds in several cases frustrated potential
industries. Foreign businessmen and financiers from Western Europe, North and South
America '(chiefly Brazil) and Japan were encouraged to visit Mozambique and see for
themselves the potential natural and industrial resources of the country.
In FY 1966 the Government provided nearly 1785,000 for industrial development under
the Interim Development Plan program (participation in private development
organizations - 1523,193;- technical assistance and investment in fishing concerns _
'139,519; mining,development - 134,880; and geologic map survey - 187,199). In
FY 1965 the Government actually spent 197,925 in ,geologic mapping survey with no
other disbursements for the fostering of fishing, mining or general industrial
development.
10.2 - capital Investments
10.2.1 - Company formation
No complete figures are availabl~ to determine the n~er of companies (mining,
processing, trading, banking, insurance, and service) actually set up in 1966,
In January-July 130 new companies were:foundea with a paid in capital of '3.35
million in contrast with 182 and 170 companies and a paid in capital of '5.20
million and 12.96 million in calendar years 1965 and 1964, respectively. In the
5~year period 1960/64 an average of 166 companies were formed with '3.23 million
as paid in annual capital. The great majority of the new companies were formed as
limited partnershIP concerns" and occasionally shareholders' stock companies were
also organized.
Several new industrial plants, particularly cashew nut and oil processing plants,
were begun or completed during 1966.
10.2.2 - Newly chartered activities
In January-August 1966 the Mozambique Government issued a total of 250 charters for
trade, service and ~ocessing firms, involving an investment of 16.20 million of
which 12.57 millioh(ln equipment installation. In calendar'years 1965 and 1964 total
charters issued were 389 and 468, involving an investment of 110.61 million and
'10.35 million, of which 13.73 million and 13.74 million was in equipment installation.
The newly chartered t,,~d.!'.:."i er~c.e'll}d'~p.q1llltr~?l.0!'C1iNli~'ltionsa ticipated by
January-August 1966 t;:ht'eJIl!:l:toym~n;tf ~,46J.:new:harJds :fC'),!rical,technical and
unskilled) in contra~:wi~:3,4~3:artd 3;B~4:ne~p~ds'~~!cipated for employment
by the organizations ~hatte~e~·~uri~g 1965 and 1904 calendar years.' Anticipated
payroll per month in January-August 1966 from companies chartered during the past
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10.3 Industrial Output
Mozambique's gross industrial output in 1966 probably reached ~205-million in
contrast with an estimated output of ~200-million in the preceding year, and of an
actual gross- output of ,162-million in 1962; The 1965/66 increase was caused
primarily by a general rise in the output of.processing industry, as the fishing
and mining actllities registered only about '0.50 million and 10.75 million rise
from the officially registered output of 1962, -when processing industries claimed
a '156.39-million output, while fishing and mining accounted for '1.25 million and
'4.36 million respectively.
10.3.1 - Processing industry
In 1966-total output of Mozambique's pr~cessing industry-was estimated at '198 million,
that is, some '2.5 million more than the corresponding estimated output for 1965
and '42~illion more than the actually registered output of 1962.
Output of selected major processiDg industries [ICTA terminology used) in ]anuary-
August 1966, and in calendar years 1965 and 1964 was, in US~l-million: food pro-
cessing (including chiefly sugar,· tea, wheat, flour and cashew kernels) _ 35.84,
40.28 and 34.90; chemicals (including chiefly ..vegetable oils, oi lcakes, soap and
toilet soap, paints and varnishes) - -1O~23, 18.93 and 14.17; petroleum products
[except kerosene and lubricating oila but including butane gas) - 10.21, 11.76 and
11.38; beverages {inclUding chiefly beer, soft drinks and mineral waters} _ 5.39,
6.76 and 5.41; textiles (including cotton fabrics, and yarn, jute yarn and fabrics,
knitted wear and cotton blankets) - 5.26, 8.03 and 8.40; non-metallic mineral
products (including cement, asbestos cement products and glass & glass products) _
5.07, 7.53 and 6.17; tobacco manufactures - 4.40, 6.48 and 6.21; footwear, cotton
and jute bags - 2.36, 3.33 and 3.63; railway rolling stock - 2.20, 2.19 and not
available; rubber footwear and other goods - 0.83, 1.20 and 1.70; timber products
(including veneer & plywood, and wooden boxes only) - 0.69, 0.90 and 0.68; metal
manufactures (including aluminumware, nails and screws, wire netting, barbed wire
and metal containers) - 0.62, 1.07 and 0.78; electrical equipment [inclUding cables
& wires only} - 0.42, 0.47 and 0.31; metal furniture (for office, household and
other uses) - 0.36, 0.54 and 0.77.
10.3.2 - Mining industry
No data is yet available on the production of minerals, metallic and non-metallic, .
in Mozambique during 1966, but export figures suggest that mining output was
maintained on the levu d the .past.twc,.yea;r-s••'-seaa;!:.t,achadenclosure - Table X ).
Exports of mineral p~o5iuc:.~si&~uGl!ng: .re~i;ed :pet~ol.~ ~roducis, in January-June
1966 totalled 279,267 met~ie ton~ in'cont~a~t wi~h'53G,}8e and 427,310 tons in 1965
and 1964 calendar yea:;';;-'th~ ~;;ltie•~f "o'xpo;tsin iis'Y~iiiion was as follows:
January-June 1966 - 5.13; 1965 - -10.66; and 1964 - -9.78. By tonnage, mineral exports
in January-June 1966, and calendar years 1965 and 1964 were as follows: fuel oil _
138,462, 229,784 and 184,912; coal - 50,468, 88,055 and 52,676; gasoline _ 39,467,
DNc;LASSIFIED
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84,600 and 84-332,' gasoil ; ~7.:"2m,'9:J,4:fS:aM' gQ:8~1:;··ct!m.,nt~.4,887, 13,071 and
1,802; common" salt - 3,945;.·7:'.44~ Mil. 3;1$2; ~eU.Ui:; min~i-a~i non-specified _
3,138, 6,700 and 8,083; and bento~it'e '-'1:7tl:J,"2,146 and'''&72'(montmorillonite only).
The Republic of South Africa was the chief purchaser of gasoline and gasoil; coal
was s~ipped to Kenya, Malawi and Angola; fuel oil was exported chiefly to Portugal,
foreign shipping (bunkers) and French Somaliland; non-specified metallic minerals
were exported chiefly to the United States, United Kingdom and Belgium-Luxembourg.
For a review of oil prospecting developments and outlook, see section 8.3.1.
10.3.3 ~ Fishing industry
An estimated 4,800 metric tons of fish and shell-fish was produced in Mozambique in
1966 in contrast with 4,191 and 4,419 -tons in 1965 and 1964,- respectively. Fish and
shell-fish output in January-August 1966, and in calendar years 1965 and 1964 was as
follows in metric tons: fish non-specified_~ 2,419, 3,167 and 3,496; shrimps _ 570,
466 and 361; clams - 12a, 246 and 165; all other she Il fish (including lobsters,
crabs, etc.) - 493~ 312 and 397.' The estimated value of the fish and shell-fish
output in the period was as follows: January-August 1966 _ '1.45 million; 1965 _
'1.58 million; and 1964 - '1.65 million., The last officially registered fish and
shell-fish output, in 1962 was valued-at only 11.25 million.
The major fishing concern during 1966 continued to be IHOS, Lourenqo Marques,
dominated by the Anglo-American CQ., Johannesburg, South Africa, though INOS'
technical and governmental-relations problems continued to seriously affect its
production. A fishing company dominated by Portuguese and Mozambique capitalists was
also engaged in trial fishing in Mozambique waters, and is said to be attemtping to
push out the South African-dominated mos. -
Fish processing in 1966 (January-August) and in the full 1965 calendar year showed the
following production statistics: shrimps in brine, canned or otherwise processed _
9,750 and 13,000, kilograms; shrimps frozen, deveined or otherwise packed -'9,556 and
15,000 kilograms; spiny lobster tails, frozen or otherwise packed _ 27,288 kilograms
and none in 1965. Both INOS and other producers are concentrating on lobster tails
at the expense of shrimp.
UNCLASSIFIED ,
During 1966 the Mozambique Government conducted through a fishing expert several
surveys, along the coastal waters, and through the Maritime Services introduced certain
norms on the use of fishing implements, including nets, to protect against aestruction
or depredation of fish resources and their habitat.
11. AGRICOI:rORAL DEVEr.DPME~S
In 1966" agriculture continued as the mainstay of Mozambiquefs economy, and particularly
of its 7 million Africans, most of whom still 1ive within the subsistence economy.
The food situation during 1966 was considered adequate to the needs of the rural
popuIations, whose foqg b~9~ts,.how~~er,.v~~.f.o~ sQuth ~ north. While corn,
supplemented with me1'bt.:p$It'uts:'tllie and Mssa!ra', :ConH~l1!ed to be the chief dietary
item of the peoples "":~th:~r:~~Q ila.~€>:~..,~) th!S€.:iIJ:!h€j-lOrthdepended very largely
on cassava (manioc) supplemented by peanuts, rice, corn, and wild game or fish. The
needs of the urban populations were well-provided, although marked with occasional
UNC!.PSSIFIED
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A bumper corn crop with exportable surpluses in some regions was followed by severe
shortages in other regions affected by drought. As for wheat grains, local production
provea as usual to be inadequate to meet increased consumption of this commodity,
used chiefly in Mozambique for bread~aking; accordingly, heavy imports of wheat
grains were made during 1966, with Australia and Argentina as the main suppliers.
Sugar, tea and edible oils,- after meeting local needs, were used as substantial
commodity exports and important foreign exchange earners. Non-edible agricultural
commodities continued to be raised in 1966 _both for meeting locfficonsumption needs
and for exports abroad. Lint cotton, raw cashew nuts, sisal, copra and timber
products figured as the leading commodi~ exports of the country.
11.1 - G;>vernment Policy
UNCLASSIFIED
~
Realizing the important role which agriculture, forestry and animal husbandry play,
the Mozambique Government provided -jl5.57million for fostering these resources under
the FY 1966 Extraordinary Budget, in contrast_ with 16.49 million actually spent in
this connection in FY 1965. Anticipated expenditures in 1966 and those actually
incurred in 1965 within the execution of the Interim Development Plan were as follows
in USjll~llion: irrigation and settlement - 3.89 and 5.07; farm forestry and animal_
husbandry ~1.18 and 1.25; soil maps and/or basic research - 0.33 and 0.17; and
agricultural credit - 0.17 and none.
Implementation of legislation mak~ng the Agronomical,Research Institute an autonomous
service with its own funds during 1966 could not_be carried out. However, its technical
and administrative staff was nearly cQffip1tedwith the absorption of available personnel
drawn from sundry services: -Agriculture and Forestry; Cotton Institute; and Cereals
Institute. As of January 1, 1967 the' Agronomical Research Institute (Instituto de
Investigaggo Agronomica) began its own independent operations but the operational
budget for the cunent year has not yet been announced. The Agronomical Research
Institute will be assigned the work of pure agronomical experimentation and research
in the fields of plant ecology, pathology, soil studies, seed experimentation, and
technical and agricultural extension service.
11.2 - Export Crops
Mozambique's basic agricultural export crops in 1966_continued to be cotton, cashew
nuts (raw), sugar, tea, sisal, copra, and the semi-processed vegetable oils and oilcakes,
timber and timber products. For lack of production figures, export of these farm
crops and semi-processed commodities are therefore indicated for 1966 (January-
June), 1965 and 1964 in metric t.onsu timber and timber products - 58,558, 144,503
and 143,018; cashew n~ts (raw and unshelled) - 40,788, 98,668 and 124,293; sugar -
-39,831r 94,936 and 83,347; vegetable oilcakes - 15,433,- 42,242 and 35,391; copra -
14,889, 28,574 and 43,812; sisal fiber,-tow and waste - 13,777, 31,381 and 31,851;
tea - 8;604, -10,091 :;,-:,d",~,Q17;.v;eg~tab.r.eoP~". egibJ..e.aI19 non-edible - 4,362,
20r189 and 17,893; l~n:i:cq;t'\;on~;:24~ ~t.339,;iIDO 3lt,t4~; and cashew kernels -
2,170, 4,005 and 3,~O'.. : .... ", .:: .: ...
¥W ••• ¥ WWW • •• ••• ••
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It is estimated that the Hl6<3 OQut!'ut::'ft!lJv cc:ttoF:",;"aboi1t: 11:1,000 tons, while
sugar and 'copra production'~e;~' ar;uri:d"200', cJdo 1il'ld'4~,cx.JO +c,n~\I'The Sisal Growers
Association, Lourenqo Marques, disclosed that sisal output reached in 1966 was
30,742 tons, a decline of 230 tons from the 1965 level.
Cereals and grains had quite a fair production, with a bumper corn crop in some
parts permitting some 25,000 tons for export in 1967; wheat output was only around
8,000 tons; rice production in southern regions was very good with around 40,000
tons, but elseqhere the production of this cereal did not prove successful due to
bad weather and either drought or too much rain ,
11.2.1 - Processing. of farm products
Some of the exportable farm products of Mozambique suffered in 1966 a small decline
because of a policy favoring their processing in Mozambique. This is particularly
true of raw cashew nuts, ,which are exported mainly to 'India. Construction of several
cashew processing factories were either started or were completed in 1966. In
September ,and late December, two cashew processing plants were started, one near
Inhambane and another in Joao Belo, both controlled by foreign capital (British/'
Italian and South African). Processing of sisal cord was started in the northern
regions of Mozambique, the sisal rope industry using close to 3,600 tons in the
few months of its operations in 1966. Trends are for further processing or semi-
processing of Mozambique's raw ca§hew nuts, all vegetable oilseeds and nuts, sisal
and raw cotton, for meeting local' consumption requirements and for exports abroad.
Such local processing is likely to foster in the coming years a larger production of
the farm commodities involved.
11.3 - Import ~rops
UNCLASSIFIED
aDependence on foreign imports of corn was· almost eliminated in 1966 due to/bumper
corn crop in the year~permitting an exportable surplus of some 25,000 tons 'in 1967.
One of the main reasons for the bumper corn crop was a Government price stabilization
policy and opening. of granaries in several parts of_MOZambique. In January-June 1966
only 3,.780'tons of corn were imported for consumption, the Republic of South Africa
being the only supplier.
During 1966 FASOL..Lourenqo Marques - representing a merger of leading oilseeds and
nut pressing and soap manufacturers - reportedly imported some 9,200 tons of peanuts
(from an unspecified source - possibly Rhodesia) to feed its soap and oil industry.
Finally, wheat grains' continued to be imported heavily into Mozambique to meet the
rising needs of these ~rains for breadmaking~ In January-June 1966, imports of wheat
grains totalled 25,483 metric tons thus originated:'Australia _ 14,064 tons; and
Argentina - 11,419 tons. It is estimated that total 1966 imports of wheat grains were
upwards of 50,000 tons in contrast with 42,512 and 31,672 tons in 1965 and 1964,
respectively. ..0 ."0. • c e. 0 ... 0) •• e •• It .... U,
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12.1 - Labor Unions
Separate government-controlled labor unions (sindicatos nacionais) were set up in
Quelimane in 1966 for the District of zambezia: a) employees of commerce and industry
{SNECIDZ); b) office employees [SNEEDZ); c) employees of civil construction and
allied occupations (SNOCCOCDZ); and d) motor drivers and allied occupations (SNMOCDZ) •.
An enactment of May 27. 1966 transformed the old branch labor unions in Quelimane, .
.formerly dependent upon the all-Provincial labor unions with head offices in Lourenqo.
Marques. into independent labor unions, just as in 1965 a similar enactment had set
.up independent labor unions for the District of Manica-e-Sofala with head offices in
Beira. In June 1966, employment bureaus were officially established by a Government
enactment at the head'offices of the Manica-e-SOfala labor unions in Beira. Finally,
in November 1966 the· Government stipulated a compulsory enrollment fee of 100'
escudos to all unionized .employees in the Districts of Manica-E-Sofala and zambezia
and at the same time ruled that these employees must pay to their labor unions a
monthly fee of 75, and ,50' escudos. The labor unions continued in 1966 to admit only
those considered eligible and holding the minimum official primary school
qualifications. The great majority of African laborers, who do not generally meet
these qualification requirements, were kept out of any of the labor unions [sindicatos
nacionais}, as well as any non-Africans who by virtue of their employment with the
Portuguese or a foreign Government were likewise debarred from union membership.
On December 31, 1964 there were 32,252 unionized employees in Mozambique,of whom
14,594 were in the District of Lourenqo Marques, and.8,072 and 3,775 in the Districts
of Manica-e-Sofala and Zambezia respectively. The number of unionized employees at
the close of 1966 probably surpassed 37,500. The establishment of new commercial
banks and the expansion of banking off ices throughout the Province led to an increased
number of male and female employees admitted in the National Syndicate of Banking
Employees (SNEB) with head office in Lourenqo Marques.
12.1.1- African labor unions
/
During 1966 no such unions were created for the thousands of uneducated male and
female Africans working on othersf account in agriculture, commerce, and industry.-
In the large urban centers, particularly in and around Iourenqo Marques ,many of the
categories. of semi-literate or uneducated African laborers, such as laundry personnel,
shoe-shine boys, cobblers and other artisans continued with their respective '~lubs"
or private associations, usually on a'mutual assistance benefit basis. The ..Household
Employee Statute .. (Requlamento dos Empregadci.sDomesticos), regulating working
conditions of African domestic servants, 'was enacted on May 30. 1966 [Leg.Act No.2,702)
12.2 - Government Employees
Government employees" in Mozambique represent the largest segment of the non-agricultura
labor force, which, ~:accoi~ane~~{th,lt& ~wn'Gp;oial:ah~rter [Estatuto do
........... 0 .......... " .. 9-l... _
Funcionalismo Ultram~±no~:~er~t~s'~epa~~~ly frp~ th~ ~~dicates. In May 1966 the
Estatuto [charter) was -rlO!tll!tiMdbY'1lel::tee"No. '16;982:' In" 'July 1966 the Government
enacted Dec. No. 47,109 establishing the norms for survival benefits payable to the
UNCLASSIFIED
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dependents. of Government ~i~~es!.Whil£·ln gept~~~ a:~ciii~n was enacted
redefining the overseas leave privi~eqes'o! 'Gbvernmerlt empi~~~s.
12.3 :. General I.abor Rights
Early in February 1966,the Mozambique Government officially adopted the so-called
National Table for regulating compensations and indemnities payable for labor
accidents and occupational diseases of employees. Governmental or private. In April
1966 it enforced Decree-Law No. 43,182 of 9/23/1960 which rules that compensation'
for over-t~e or work done on holidays may be legally demanded'only after
termination of one-year of rendering such over-'time'or work on holidays. Finally.
Decree taw No.- 47",302 ruled that 'equal pay must go to male and female employees for
like work done (in accordance with a recommendation, of the 34th General Meeting of
the International tabor Organization ,at Geneva).
12.4 - Migrant Labor
Migrant labor from Mozambique is principally made up of Africans seeking work
in the mines and sundry other services of the neighboring Republic of Sonth Africa
and in Rhodesia. There are also a few hundred Portuguese Europeans domiciled in
Mozambique who migrate to one or the' other of these territories either for settlement
or for temporary skilled work.
No figures are available on Mozambique migrant labor·in either 1965 or 1966. On
December 31. 1964. however. there were 286.748. Mozambique Africans working outside
the home country. of whom 161.708 and.125.040'respectively in the Republic of
South Africa and Rhodesia. that is. 9.775 and 5.169 more than those registered on
December 31. 1963. .
African migrant labor was thus employed at the close of 1964 in the Republic of
South Africa: Gold mines of W.W. Rand - 74.025; coal mines - 14.538; mines outside
the "tabor Distriets",- '17.906; household and sundry services - 55.239. Of those
migrating to Rhodesia. some 6.500 worked on the mines. ,while the rest sought work as
household servants. janitors. messengers"garage boys. etc.
12.5 - UneuiPloyinent
No published'figures are available on the unemployment situation in Mozambique.
slightly worsened in recent years by.the arrival of many military service men who
decided to stay in the country on termination of their service. It is officially
cla~ed that there were around 2.000 unemployed. these numbers referring exclusively
to people who at the employment bureaus of the various labor unions declared them-
selves as jobless. Unemployment among Africans not union members is much greater.
and. in their largely rural and subsistance economy. not readily estimable.
., ••• • e • ,. e e • • '0' • ". o •• • , 0 0 • • • 0 • " 0 • • 0 •• • ; • • 0 0 ,.. 0 0 • 0 •; • •• •• • • • • • · ..• • • • •... ..
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In keeping with the doctrines of the'Partugne~'C6~at±~e 6~ate·arui ~~s basic
principles embodied in the Estatuto do Trabalho Nacional (National Labor statute)
enacted under the Decree-Law No. 23,048 of September 23, 1933, neither labor strikes
nor any collective agitation of Government or private employees is permitted in any
Portuguese-flag country.
13. otmcor FOR 1967
The economic outlook for Mozambique during' 1967 is heavily dependent upon
international factors not directly within the control of the Portuguese or
Mozambique governments. Since the transit trade to inland areas, including Rhodesia,
is one of the two basic elements of Mozambique's economy' (the other being agriculture),
an intensification of international sanctions against Rhodesia would cause significant
damage to the economy of Mozambique through a further drop in port, rail and shipping
earnings. The continued industrial, mining and agricultural expansion in Swaziland
and South Africa, however, is expected to offset a great deal of any decrease in
earnings for transit of Rhodesian goods through the port of Lourenqo Marques. Beira,
on the other hand, as no other acceptable hinterland to compensate for a drop in
Rhodesian earnings, particularly in view of the fact that, Zambian transit trade is
expected to continue its trend of the past year of deviation through Angola and
Tanzania rather than transiting Rhodesia enroute to Beira. Even if there should be
a complete halt of Rhodesian tran§it trade through MOZambique, the economy of the
province as a whole will not dramatically, crash. Aside from the already mentioned
transit trade to South Africa andSwaziland,Mozambique has an important and
significant agriculture base. The outlook for agricultural production for 1967 is
good in most parts of the province, with particularly favorable corn harvests being
made, with new sugar plantations going into production, and with the cotton harvest
expected to be satisfactory. There have been heavy rains in January and February
of this year in the southern part of Mozambique which have flooded and destroyed some
crops, but their overall effect on agricultural production is not expected to be
appreciable. cattle and meat production, however, is not expected to increase, and
probably around 60,000 tons of wheat will have to be imported to meet Mozambique's
deficit in that product.
UNCT.IlSSIFIED
On the industrial side, the significant but not spectacular increase and expansion
of industrial plants in Mozambique that has taken place over the past few years is
expected to continue. Socaju, a Lourenqo Marques, firm, intends to join the rush to
cashew nut processing in Mozambique by putting up three factories in the north at
Nacala, Nampula and Porto Amelia to process 80,000 tons, two new sugar companies,
GMaragra of Lourenqo Marques and AQucareira de Mogambique of Beira) are establishing'
plantations, and the former hopes to begin trial re~ining in mid 1967. Mozambiquefs
confused and badly managed fishing industry will probably continue in a hiatus until
a national fishing policy decision is made on whether to favor a new Portuguese
fishing ~ompany, Sociedade dos Armadores das Pescas em Moqambique, (ARPEM) or whether
to allow non-df acr imi.rnrtorp Dpetatbh's.bY :tJi:e "S~uth.MHda:n controlled INOS. INOS is
treading water until :S1!ch.a::Jee:ts!oh.is.matre:. ~o lle,,:vk&'atprocessing mills,
SOOIMOr. and MOBEIRA, ,*:Olli:J b<>g!n:ope'ratlon",',aktd'WGG!{a' "';111 increase its
-,.
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purchased llmerican equipment should' go "trlto·ope'!'atibn'"in"I\or'th"ern'Mti'z'ambique,
largely to replace antiquated existing equipment.
A natural gas field being explored by Mozambique Gulf Oil near pande in southern
Mozambique seems to be commercially exploitable, and if further proven,construction
of a pipeline to link it with the Pande area of South Africa and perhaps other
points may be begun in 1967.
Though insurgency is expected to continue in the two northern districts of Niassa
and Cabo Delgado and possibly on a small s'cale in some other limited area of
northern Mozambique, there is no'reasonto believe that. the insurgency will affect
the province's overall economy any more than in the' past. Thus far, by necessitating
increasing military and administrative expenditures in affected areas, its principal
repercussion on Mozambique~seconomy has been to seriously strain public finances
and the provinclal budget. Public finances. also hit hard by increased development
costs, particularly in road building,. are expected to perhaps reach an even more
critical state despite recent and continued new taxes and increases in existing
taxes (such as a February 1967 increase in the defense stampax and recent increases
in the local consumption tax).
No significant change is predicted by local observers in Mozambique's foreign trade
policies, ;nth the trade balance expected to continue at a substantial deficit and
the balance of p&)mlents position to remain precarious. In s~~ary, if the Rhodesian
sanctions program is not intensifted, Mozambiqueseconomy during 1967 should continue
progressing, though with some physical difficulties, 'at about the same rate as last
year. If the sanctions, on the ~ther hand, completely cut off trade with Rhodesia,
the overall economic situation will remain static or slightly decline while Beirafs
economy will be seriously hurt.
\
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(see page 15 of the text)
MOZAMBIQUE - Leading Commodity Exports in U8#l~illion _ (1964(1966)
(At US#l.00 - 28165, 28'61 and 28167 escudos in 1964, 1965 & 1966)
Commodi ties January/December January-June Only1965 1964 1966 1965 1964
Lint cotton 19.35 :19.71 2.40 5.30 2.26Cashew nuts,,'unshelled 17.21 18.04 7.87 9.57 9.39Sugar (cane), 10.20 8.58 ,4.22 2.77 2.42Oil & oi Lcakas {from peanuts,
coconuts &, cotton seeds
pressed}' 8.75 6.76 2.02 4.23 2.19Gasoline, gasoil & fuel oil
(SONAREP refined) 8'.52 7.92 4.14 3.65 4.19Tea -7.18 5~72 6.09 4.66 4.33Lumber products (sawn, parl::et
& railway ties) ,6.60 6.37 2.57 3.32 2.64Sisal (fiber, tow & Haste) 6.11 9.58 2.35 2.54 4.87Copra :-5.87 7.27 2.77 2.77 3.93Cashew kernels _ 3.87 3.19 2.12 1.56 1.16All others 14.94 13.06 8.14 6.89 6.56
Totals: 108.6:0 106.20 44.69 47.26 43.94
SOURCES: 1) Bo1etim Mensa1 de Estatistica - Servo de Estatistica Gera1 _ Lourenqo
Marques (issues of June ~nd December 1964) for 1964;
2} Bo1etim Mensa1 de Estatistica - Servo de Estatistica Geral .;Lourenqo
Marques (issues of June 1965 and March 1966) for 1965;
3) Mr. Joao Reis Camacho - Dept. of General Statistics, Lourenqo Marques
(for January-June 1966 statistics).
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MOZllMBIQUE - Connnodity Imports by Countries of Origin (1962{66 )
[Percentage value share only}
Countries 1966+ 1965 1964 1963· 1962
Portugal (a) 30.2 34.5 31.8 31.4 29.1Uni ted Klngdom 11.9- 10.5 10.5 9.8 9.6Republic of South Africa 10.9 11.6 12.7 12.1 12.3Uni ted States 8.7 4.2 3.7 6.0 5.0West Germany 6.1 7.7 8.2 7.1 8.2-Irak 5-.4 4.9 4.9 5.2 5.1France 3.3 2.7 1.5 2.2 1.2Japan 3.0 3.8 4.1 4.4 3.0Belgium-Luxembourg 2.5 1.8 1.5 1.4 1.7Italy 2.2 1.9 1.3 1.7 1.9Netherlands 2.0 2.1 2.5 3.7 4~5Rhodesia 1.9 1.7 1.7 2.3 (b) 3.5 (b)Australia 1.5 0.3 1.7 0.3 0.6Angola (PWA) 1.5 2.4 1.8 1.7 2.0l{acao (Portuguese China) - 1.4 2.4 2.7 3.0 2.7Iran 1.0 0.8 1.3 0.7 1.1All others 6.5 6.7 8.1 7.0 8.5
TOTAL: 100~IY 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
[+) For January-June 1966 only
[a) Includes. Azores and Madeira Islands
(b) Includes zambia and Malawi
- /
Sources: 1) Com~rcio Externo (1963) - Provincia de Moqambique. Lourenqo Marques
2) Boletim Mensal de Estatistica (issues of December; 1964.~arch and
September 1966) - Lourenqo Marques
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MOZAMBIQUE - DETA Airways Operations (1962/66)
(Domestic & Foreign Flight Service)
, --
Operations 1966+ 1965 1964 1963 1962
No. of flights 927 1,103 985 856 1,061
Flight ,eJllension (kms ) 8,827 7,567 7,567 7,111 8,755
Flight-kilometers (1,000) 1,491 2,665 2,415 2,189 2,439
Flight hours 5,084 9..187 8,395 7,515 9,482
passengers carried (No'.) 35,1'16' 60,038 52,001 44,994 40,190
Passenger-kilometers (l,OOO} 23,424 39,610 34,938 29,526 27,039
C'argo carried (M. Tons) 719 1,III 906 793 642
Mail carried (M. Tons) 115 254 219 209 198
Ton-ki lometers (1,000) 2,967 4,890 ,4,307 3,631 3,308
No. of planes cailed 3,438 6,519 6,228 5,684 6,062
(+) January-June 1966 only
Sources: Boletim Mensal de Estatistica (August 1966 issue) - Lourenqo Marques--------------------------------~--
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MOZllMBIQUE - Connnercial Airways Operations (1962/66 )
.
Operations 1966+ 1965 1964 1963 1962'--
Planes: landed 8,389 15,706 15,494 14,112 15,048
: departed. 8,384 15,709 15,497 14,102 15,040
Passengers: landed 47,951 83,363 75,437 64,676 66,026
shipped 48,218 82,188 '74,642 64,878 65,777
cargo: landed eM.Tons )' 767 1,184 958 839 703
; shipped (M. Tons) 722 1,105 913 808 668
Mail: landed fM. Tons) 212 312 297 281 279shipped CM. Tons) 181 260 252 241 237
------------------------------------
(+) January-June 1966 only
-------------------------------------
NOTE: Exclusive of the traffic registered by non-connnercial planes {i.e. military
planes, tourist planes and those owned by the Hydrographic Mission and the
Aerial Photogrannnetric Mission.
Source: Boletim Mensal de Estatistica (August 1966 issue) - Lourenqo Marques
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MOZAMBIQUE- Mineral Output & Exports (1964/65)
(In kilograms unless otherwise stated)
Minerals
1965
Output
1964
Amazonite
Asbes: os
Bauxite
Beryl
Beryl-crystals
Beryl-transparent
Bismuth
cassiterite
Cement
Chalcopyrites
Coal
Columbo-tantalite
Euxenite
Feldspar
Garnets
GOld: fine
Kaolinite:
, 4,900
80,000
5,683 +
219,158
x
x
5,644
101
. 220,353 +
339,900
237, 4~8+
51,662'
200..
50,000
2,724
·1
120;000
30',000
}5,OOO
10,000· :
84,984·
628
crude
washed
Lepidolite
Mica: scrap
Microlite
Microlite-gahnite.
Montmorillonite
Montmorillonite (bentonite)
Perli te
Petroleum products:
- Gasoline
- Gasoil
- Fuel Oil
- Butane gas
Pollucite
Quartz
Quartz-crystals
Salt: marine (a)
: other (b);'
Samarskite
Tantalite-monazite
Tourmalines
x
2,723.
23,600
I04,438+
. 148,244+
241,687+
2~567+
7,000
405,000
400
30~000+
30+
1,250
12;675
316.5.
(+)
(a)
(b)
Indicates figures in metric tons
~J g=_ S & we
~ ~ ~ 0 ~ 0 •See next page • • • •
• v ••• ~~ ~ •
See next page
25
x
6,278+
409,371
416
x'
8,191
x
181,542+
122,000
. 244,869+
46,943
x
x
x
1.25
10,000
x
·x
x
141,617
x
959+
x
x
101,627+
133,820+
246,261+
2; 239+
4,000
x
452
30;000+
x
x
x
2,455
e e•
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••• .•. .
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,
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1965
Exports
1964
2,800
149,763
5,661+
221,000
11
161
5,180.
x
13,071 +
322,214
88,065+
79,000
6,600
x
524
x
x
x
75,000
10,000
90,300
x
x
2,588+
23,600
84; 600+
.98,478+
229~784+
x
7,000
x
400
7,346+
x
x
x
22
,!I .. • .; <>, . .
... Co '".a ••. . .
..
• •• •• •• •
25
x
7,363
424,000
416
x
11,000
x
1,802+
20,000
52,676+
76,950
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
126,500
x
872+
x
x
84,332+
90,881+
184,912+
x
5,000
x
452
3,752+
x
x
x
2,065.3
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This is the common salt obtained from the salt pans by natural sun-evaporation
process. Figures for 1964 and 1965 indicate an estimated production, the last
- official output figures showing 22,,345 and 27,506 tons for 1961 and 1962,
respectively. There Were some 40 odd salt-pans duly operating in 1961 and
1962 in the Lourenqo Marques, (Manica-e-Sofala; Zambezia, Mo~ambique and
crabo Delgado coastal districts of Mozambique." Salt pans employed 1,290 people,
in 1962.
•
(b) This is termed Nsal-gemaN and is extracted from a single interior land salt .
water deposit in the District of Gaza employing only 10 labor-hands. It does'
not actually correspond to the rock salt. There was an output of 40 tons of
"sal-gemaN in each of the years 1961 and 1962.
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